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Abstract
This study investigated the managerial training needs of ordained ministers of
the Methodist Church through the identification of managerial tasks that
ministers perform and their current levels of proficiency in these areas.
Managerial competencies were generated from the literature and from
interviews with several bishops. ,The competencies were defined and used in
the construction of questionnaires which were completed by ordained ministers
and laity in two independent studies. The perceived importance and need. for
. training was determined for each competency. The training needs identified
from the triangulated research design were found to be statistically similar.
'·'1
This study is important since it yielded several Significant findings which have
practical applleadon, These include:
* A logical framework for a.management course for probationer ministers
was derived on the basis of a factor analysis of the importance rankings
of the competercies,
* Training needs which were identified were prioritised and form
logical framework for a programme for in-service training.
* Managerial competencies required of ministers were identified and
prioritised which has provided a resource for a performance appraisal
and needs analysis within the church. '\
* It was established that ministers and laity perceive a very great. need for
training in the managerial competencies.
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Chapter One .. Introduction
Current theoretical approaches to management ate inconsistent and
sometimes contradictory and may appear to bear Iittletesemblance to
management practice in reality. These discrepancies stem from the
,~very complex nature of managerial work as well as a variety of
"
personal and environmental factors which influence managerial
,
effectiveness.
Some. management training programmes seem to emphasize the
acquisition of knowledge about management without examining the
actual competencies required by an effective manager and some authors
theorise about the nature of menagement, assuming this is what')
managers actually do. However, Boyatzis (1982) and Mintzberg (1983)
clearly showed that what managers do in practice is not what. traditional
theorists would have us believe. Hales (1986) points out that a
distinction must be made between what managers do and what
constitutes effective managerial 'action. A problem thus arises
regarding the identification of appropriate competencies or skills to be
addressed in the training of managers. In addition the design of such
programmes would have to consider unique environmental and
situational variables which exist within the South African situation.
Within the church very little research nas been done on management
(Odom & Boxx, 1988) ana nothing on the manag\.: ial competencies
required by ministers. The little written on management within the
church appears to have come directly from the literature on secular
management which may not always be.applicable to the church.
nEven though·Seminaries and Bible Colleges. do not normally offer
courses in management most of their graduates will sooner or later
assume managerial duties (Gasque, 1985). While ministers may
G . ·0 ,. .(~~; . ,
perceive administration to be of low ffn1Jortance,Kingsriter (1984)
~"
found that it consumes the largest Percentage of ministers' time and
rates it highest ift terms of perceived need for further training. In
pi -
South Africa very little research has been done on the competencies
teq~tedby man~~7rs and there has been no research into the
-ma.'1a~~rialcomPf~t~nciesrequired by ministers. According to
Boyatzis (1982) Jut~~?~SfUlwork behaviour dep:endson-the interaction of
three things. These:are, th~ organisational environment, the job
demands and the ind~vidual's competencies. This research sets out. to
i'.
id,ntify and quantify the' managerial demands of the ministry and, the
lev~lof manag~tial ~~,~mpetencyof ministers.
, ,) .. (1
I o
Managerial competencies were identified from a sUrV~yof the literature
and interviews with.bishops. The competencies were defined and
j'\
l /".rJestionnairesconstructed for two independent studies, A and B. Study
'":.,,.,..'
A incorporated all ordained ministers of the Methodist Church of
Southern Africa. Ministers were asked to rate the perceived
importance, and personal training needs, for each competency over the
next five years. The best managers.were identified by their bishops in
order to ascertain whether any difference existed between the responses
of the best and average managers. Study B was completed by ministers
and laity to determine ministers' collective training needs.
'.
The ~:tlldyyil}!dedseveral significant finc,iingswhich have practical
application within the church over the next five years. Firstly,
managerial competencies required by ministers Were identified and
prioritised. This has provided a resource for a performance appraisal
and a needs analysis within the church. The managerial competencies
were grouped into factors which form a logical framework for a course
3.
in management for probationer ministers. Training needs were
prioritised which can be used as a rnodel for in-service managerial
training that is specifically geared to tre present and 'future needs of the
ehnrch, Differences were found in the responses of black and white
ministers and between ministers from urban and rural settings.
Limitations of the study include the fac::tthat organisational climate,
which was not considered in this, study and is difficult to control, could
playa very 'important role in determining effectiveness of ministers,
Furthermore the study examines only one aspect of a minister's job and
.,/
the assumption "cannot be made that the best manager will make the best
minister.
The research report comprises a number of logically Qrdered chapters:
"n the literature survey I prevalent management and leadership theories
are considered for application within the church. The section starts
with an examination of classical theories since this is probably the-most
common understanding of management within the church. The
humanist approaches, which arose in opposition to the behavioural
approaches, are considered next. Leadership theories are discussed
under trait, behavioural and situational approaches. Theory Z is also
referred to since it appears to have application' within a church context.
A completely different approach is followed in the empirical studies
which try to verify what managers actually do in practice. Various
discrepancies between earlier theorists and proponents of an empirical
approach are discussed. The managerial roles identified by Min~g~J:'g
(1983) and competencies of Boyatzis (1982) are considered in some
detail since the present study e;wlores the managerial roles and
competencies exhibited by the ci~~gy.
''\\
'\
The second chapter focuses 011 management within the church. The
importance for management within a church setting is discussed as is
4.
the nee .,qity for thp training of ministers in managerial competencies.
In the final section differenqes between .nanagement approaches in
profit and non-profit organisations are discussed, As there are
considerable differences between the two it is not always possible to'
directly transfer business principles to the church. It is for thie reason
that this research study is necessary.
II
The methodology chapter is brief and covers the research methodology
of the two studies. An explanation is given of how the competencies
I)'
were generated and the designs adopted in Study A and B. The chapter
is con~luded with a comparison between the two studies.
" (\
The results chapter comprises four sections. Under section one the
competencies referred to in Studie« A and )3. are presented and defined.
The results of Study A~including response. rate, demographic variables
and independence of demographic variables are set out in section two.
Good and avelrage·managers are compared in terms of demographic
details. The competencies are ranked in order of importance and
importance factors identified that are valid for th~next five years. A
model for training managerial competencies of probaticner ministers is
developed. Good and average managers are compared, as is the
relationship between factors and demographics.
The ranking of perceived training needs is discussed and a list of the
competencies that ministers feel they require the most training in.over
" ,
the next five years is presented. Training factors are discussed and
ranked in order of identified need for training and a model is developed
for training of ministers in managerial competencies. The relationship
between demographic variables and the perceived need for training is
examined, Good and average managers are then compared in tern is of
demographic variables, perception of importance of the competencies
and Perceiyed need for training. The selection of par.r~cular
demographic vtiriables is justified and these variables discussed.
In the final section the importance factors are ranked in terms of the
identified training needs and the ranking of importance and training
"'ineeds compared.
The results of Study A and B are compared' iii the final section of the
chapter, first in terms of demographic details of respondents and then
the rank order of training needs.
The results of Study B are contained in three sections, beginning, with
()
an examination of the demographic variables of the respondents. The
tanking of training needs of ministers as identified by themselves,
probationer ministers and the laity is then discussed.
j/
l(i //
In the. final section of the chapter the results fron{ the two studies are ,.
compared.
The results are examined in depth in the discussion chapter. For ease
of reference it follows the same format as the results chapter.
!.' the final chapter conclusions are drawn from the findings of the
study and the practical and theoretical implications of these are
discussed.
For those who are unfamiliar with th~ structure and organisation of the
Methodist Church an outline is provided in Appendix A.
"Throughout the research report masculine terms. have been used to refer
to ministers. This is not in any way intended to be d.is~ril11inatorybut
5.
,
and perceived need for tfaining. The selection of partlculsr
demographic vadables is justified and these variable'> discussed.
(I
In the final section thfJ importance/actors are rank~d in ternt~ of the
identified training needs and the ra'i,~kingof importance and training
needs compared.
Thesesults of Study A and .•B are compared in the final section of the
~:\
chapter, first ip (~rms of demographic details of respondents and then
i/ 'il - '!
th~)ranl< order of training needs,
The results of Study Bare contained in three sections; beginning with
,
an examination of the demographi,y variables of the resl'>Ondents. The
d
ranking of training, needs of ministers as identified by themsetges,
,~t; - If
probationer ministers and the laity is then discussed.
In •the final section of the chapter tt}.e results from the two studies are
(,
compared.
The results are examined in depth in the discussion chaptes, For ease
of reference it follows the same format' as ~he results chapter,
In the final chapter conclusions are drawn from the findings of the
study and the practical and theoretical implications of these are
discussed.
FOT those who are unfamiliar with the structure and organisation of the
Methodist Church an outline is provided in Appendix A. (!
Throughout the research report masculine terms have been used to refer
to ministers. This is not ill any way· intended to be discriminatory but
is u~et!isimply to facilitate reference -.,\The masculine gender. was
selected since the majority of respondents itl both studies were males ..:;'
()
CI
6.
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Chapter 2 .. Significant Prior Research
1. IntroducUon
Management:is one df the most ubiquitous functions of all societies and
occurs in churches, ..armies, governments and all economic
undertakings. George (1~72) goes so far as to state that it has-always
been the mainstay cit leadership and hi fa(E all great ~eaders haye been .
managers ~be that managing countries, explorations or another person's
efforts. From a largely unrecognised position in the 1900's,
».
m~agement has developed into a powerful and innovative force on
which the well-being of-our society depend§ (George, 1972),
In order to train ministera in the.art, or science, of man~gement it is
/~
necessary to know what it is tH6:t effective managers do. Although
many theories have been developed regarding the job of a manager,
very little is known about what they actually do (Mintzberg, 1973;
Sayles; 1980), and virtually nothillg is known about the managerial
tasks performed by ministers of religion (Darrnanin, 1983). The little
that is known has been largely derived from literature focusing on the
job of a manager in a profit orientated environment. This managerial
literature has however, according to Mintzberg (1983), been based on
folklore rather than on soundly researched evidence. Furthermore the
managerial demands of profit and voluntary organisations may be ;;/
different. It thus seems inappropriate to apply these concepts of thi/
manager's. job from the profit making sector to a voluntary OrganiS~iOn
in order to establish which managerial competencies are required.
Clearly .more specific research is required in order to ascertain the
managerial competencies required of the clergy.
\':<
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In the literature survey prevalent management and leadership theories
and empirical studies will be exaitiin~. Management wi~ the \)
. '-~\._..--\
church will be considered in chapter three. -~
c
2. Management and Leadership Theories
CJ
The distinc~pn between management and leadership'is a difficult one
since there is considerable overlap in function. Darmanin (1983)
believes that the managerial role ha,~'evolved as a result of the needs of
organisations for stability, rationality and power distribution, while
leadernhip Ifs manifested in behaviours s(l,lchas risk taking, personal
power and inspiration. Grimn (1987) suggests'that the followers of
managers may comply with orders and directions but ar~!not necessarily
committed to them, while a leader uses personal jd~ntification or
• - - (I
inspirational appeal to influence others' behaviour. In this chapter
management and leadership theories will be dealt with separately.
Theory Z7 which is unique in its integration of society and the
workplace, will be tr;.K~nlinedin a section of its own.
2.1 Management Theories
In this section the traditional schools, of thought regarding
management will be considered, namely the Classical and
Humanistic Schools.
2.1.1 Classical Theories
The most prevalent view of management comes from the
Classical School (Mintzberg, 1973). Common to this
school of thought is a rigidly controlled environment,
reduction of the workload to simple tasks, keeping the
;) (t
9,
\\
span of a supervisor to a minimum and formalising
l\~'atioI1ships.
\\
.
The. three major systems of management within classical
theories are Scientific Management of Taylor,
Bureaucratic Management proposed by Web~.tJ and
Adminhn.l'\1.tiveManagement supported ..by FayoL Central
to the Classical School is their particular understanding
ofllllman nature. Darmanin (1983) is very critical of
classical. theories of management and has ~uggested that
followers of this school believe that,humans disUke work
and tty to avoid it if possible; that they are selfish, lazy,
incapable of self-discipline and motivated only by
economic rewards. Therefore if the organisational
objectives are to be achieved, workers must be
controlled, coerced, dir~ted and even threatened with
punishment. Furfllermore, classical theorists believe that
humans avoid responsibility and actually prefer to be
directed (J)armanin, 1983).
o
The Classical School places emphasfs on productivity and
efficient performance, which is considered to be solely
the responsibility of management. To improve
performance, jobs would be re-designed, controls
changed-or financial incentives given. The employees!
morale and feelings are of little importance to the
manager. Managers tell employees what to do and
ensure that they do it. ')),
The underlying premises of the Classical School have
been widely questioned. An emphasis on rules rather
(/
(; 10.
than goals reduces the sense of tespon~bility among
employees and diQul'ages initiati~e. :~ centralised,
hierarchical structure results in a lack of adaptation,
innov~tiQn and sense of commitment among the
workforce. In addition, organisations themselves have
changed, 'b~OIl"1tglarger and more dynamlc,J,ln order to
\' ,(\" . .' . .' ".cope with a t:..'~ging environment. None otJhe above
,'~~i:t F'\,~~'.. .'. ..,". .... >,
factors are at~dmmooated within classical th~rles. The
classical management;style is therefore inappropriate for
today's world as it does not allow for this dynamic. The
strongest opposition to the Classical School is however
,')
drrected against its underlying premise, that people cannot
think for themselves. This results in a workforce that is,~', .. '"
alienated, havrng'a low sense of autonomy and self
worth (Darmanin, 1983),
\1.
The Classical School is based largely on fear, mistrust,
and self-interest. It is thus hardly an appropriate
management model for a church that is built on love,
self-sacrifice, understanding, concern fox others, and
attempts to promote values such as self-worth, trust,
honesty and intimacy. However; despite its clearly
apparent failings, this view of management received
~videspread acceptance and is still prevalent today
(Mintzberg, 1983). If ministers were asked to describe
their managerial tasks they would probably respond' using
the acronym PLOC, popularised by the Classical School,
which stands for planning, leading, organising and
controlling. However ministerial tasks such as officiating '"
at school assemblies, intervening in community disputes
and the supplying of information regarding job
;~11.
""I)
opportunitl!'.lsto an unemployed member of their
,'J
congregation, simply cannot,be accommodated under
these headings.
Mintzberg cites Carlson (1951) who W?:.;~te "If we ask a
'-., >
managing director when is he ce-ordinating, an(.f how
much co-ordination he has been doing during a day he
would not know, and even the most highly skilled
observer wouldhot know either, 1b~~.'same holds true
1;;' ,
for the concepts'ofplan~iing, comm3Jjc;'"organi$atiotl and
for control. ... '· (Mintzbl.,.~rg~1973 p:. 10). Thetefore,,the
,)
concepts of planning, leading,.:organising and controlling
do not describe the actual work do~;eby managers but
,,' CI
rather delineate the broad obj~tives of managerial work
(Mi!ltzbergi 1973).
The Classical SchBul clearly failed to take intp
, . .. 0
consideration the needs of the employees ana it was for
this historic reason-that the Beha~ioural a.1d Humanistic
Schoolgained increasing support (Griffin, 1987).. ()
2.1.2 Humanistic School
The Humanistic School nas as an underlying premise its c
emphasis on human relatipns and the interaction between
organisational structure and human characteristics.
(,
Mayo (1945), a proponent of this school, found that
improvement in productiyity was po~i,tively related to
'.'
social factors. such as morru,e, a sense of belonging and a
management style based upon an understanding of human
12.
and group behaviour (Koontz, O'Donnell ~l
Weihricb, 1986). Although the actual results of Mayo)
1,
popularised as the Hawthorne experiments, are now
questioned as a result of methodological inadequacies
(Rice, 1982), this study did initiate the valuaQle work in
tb1s area carried oufby researchers such as McGregor
(1960), Likert (1961), and Hel'zberg (1966) ..
Motivation to work, productivity and quality of work are
all related to the nature of social relations among workers
and between workers an~ management. The Humanistic
School theory is bas~<lupon the premise that the most
effective way to achieve results is to work with people
rather than througltthem,
McGregor (1960) labelled the classical view of
management Theory X. In opposition to thoory X he
proposed a theory of "management by integration and
self-control" or Theory Y. He reasoned that there is no
inherent conflict between the workers' self ...fulfilment and
the achievement of the organisational goals and
·1)
integration of these aspects is thus.possfble. According i
to McGregor, employees are self-motivated, have an
Intrinsic interest in work, seek responsibility, are
self-direcjing and are able to adapt and exercise
autonomy. Since the w6rker is self-me·' ii, 00, externally
imposed incentives and controls are u necessary and"
possibly even detrimental,. Thf~iSi\glearly in(~iirect
\-._' \
opposition to assumptions made by Theery X.
f)
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$ianagers adopting the premises of Theory X are likely
to end up with employees who are rigid and inflexible
and who fear and resist change, while it is expected tVat
those following Theory Y will have workers who are
flexible and innovative, welcoming problems and change
/'
which they woUld see as. an opportunity to grow. Other
proponents of the Humanistic Schoo] were Argyris (1960)
and Likert:(1961).
Criticism opposing the Humanistic School has largely'
focused on the fact that thiS model was developed in
reaction to the classi~ theory. ~"his resulted in a
tendency for followers of the school to lean t9;wards the.
other extreme where interpersonal relations were
considered-to be of absolute importance. They believed
that by satisfying workers' morale, productiy!ty would be
increased thereby making control unnecessary j as both
the individual and organisational goals were being met
(p~~lanin, 1983).
"\~"':::,
A further criticism is that the behavjr·,r of.most
'I' . . I, =, \
employees falls somewhere. between Theory X and
theory Y. This poses a problem for the Humanistic
School as their informal structure and flexible roles may
lead to a great deal of role ambiguity and role conflict.
It also seems rather simplistic to consi"!:Jr that jill'proved
participation and decentralisation would necessarily lead
to an integration of organisational goals with those of the
<I
individual. In addition the humanists make no allowance
for the relationship between the environment in whichan
G14.
organisation operates and the internal structure of the
r;
corporation (D:ll'manin, 1983).
Theory Y, with its emphasis oninterpersonal
relationships does .however offer a viable model of
'/
management that istcompatible with the va1u~s of a
religious organisation. Values such as participation ~d
development as well as concern for the employees?
needs, are held in common between the church and a
business adopting such an' approach. However, as
Darmanin (1983) points out, a church cannot simply bq·
/,
reduced to a group Qfpoo~le. wilq, 'experience happy
''':_'~''''',~,:" .... ~~, ,/'.'" f
interpersonal rela~"'Ali:tamong themselves. In addition to
sharing, love, faith and nope, Christians are called to
perform a task that extends beyond fellowship within the
church. Mission and service are also considered to be an
integral function of the church membership,
While the Humanistic School emphasises the
interpersonal aspects of relationship among staff
members, it provides minimal clues regarding .the
specific competencies that art'}required by man~g~rsand
the methodology employed for research in this a}ea is not
therefore suited-for determining'the competencies
required by' ministers.
In order to overcome the inadequacies of both the
Classical and Humanistic Schools, a model was required
that would integrate the positive elements of both
theories, Blake and. Mouton (1969) proposed such a
rnbdel which combined Theories X and Y from a\1 .. .. . - -- - - - \\
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Leadersbip
have been intertwined; As the purpose of tiufSresearch IS to II
determine U;e managerial competencies required by ministers? ;;!
the focus up until now has been on management theories. ' :I
However, leadership is also of importance as the two concepts;1 0
ale very similar. (' , ~
I •
" ir
Studies into the nature of leadership have adopted one of the !I.."
following approaches namely, a trait, behavioural, Of situatior \hl
h ;\ ' :, ."approac , i I" ,~" 'jy~'
{ ''--~'
if r
I
I
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Early notions regarding leadership conceptualised it i~t
terms of inherent traits. It was thought that ~eat peci~le
\ 'J - \
i~reborn, rather than developed for a leader~hip rol~ ~
Trait Theory is based upon the assumption that l~derj \'.
personalities are distinct from and superior to,II!th~se ol,~.3, , 1\
their fQ.tlowers. )\
II
Allport (1924) carried QuI pioneering work in the searj!n'
for superior traits that consistently digtingui~hetlleade~~
from others. He identified nineteen traits which he II
considered essential for the manifestation of leadership,) ,
i,l
(
I
leadership perspective. In order to understand their
Man~geria1 Grid it is necessary firstly to examine the
development of leadership.
2.2.1 Trait Approaches
I';,
16•.
\' t' qualities. Although numerous studies wer\t ~ubseq~ently
Ii
conducted, no consistent pattern emerger!/'~ the traits
which were found to correlate with success in one
situation failed to do so in anothc;(l'(Schein, 1980).
Research(~rs Were thus unable to reli~lbly identify a
definitive list of traits.
Stogdill (1948), after an extensive review of the available
literature, concluded that a person does not become a
leader By virtue of some combination of traits. Rather,
"the personal characteristics displayed must be relevant to
the goals, activities and characteristics of followers and it
is only when an individual participates in a group's
activities that a leadership status can be inferred, It was
therefore concluded that leadership depends on the traits
of an individual as well as the dynamics of the situation
(Sexton, 1970). The concept of lead'ership as a genetic
endowment was thus thrown into question.
The Trait Theory is not a suitable model to employ for
asceri:aiiling managerial competencies of ministers as the
theory has failed to(;~emonstrate adequately whether traits
are innate or can be acquired, Which specific traits are
the most critical and the extent of trait required in order
for success \0 be achieved. Furthermore the theory is
not suited for empirical research such as was undertaken
in this study. Finally the numerous trait studies art:'
contradictory and inconclusive and thus fail to reliably
identify leadership traits (Koontz et. al, 1986). Partly in
response to these inconclusive results studies began to
1]
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focus on "what managers/leaders do (bebavipur) as
opposed to who they are (traits).
2.2.2 .Behavioura! Approtlclies
(_;
Blake and Mouton (~964) developed a Manageria! Grid
~\
designed to integrate the Classical. and Humatlist Schools.
Tl1is grid rated leadership in terms of concern for people
and concern fa·r production,
l:~e Managerial Grid has many implications for a church
oigimisatk:m. 'For example every' church leader has been
faced with the tension of concern for people versus work
\.' ,,'
output and has had to opt for a comp,fomised soluti-on that
is at the expense of one or the oiher. The minister
!(Should however have the competency to adapt his style
and identify priorities depending on th~;atlJlre of the
$itna~10n, the ch.utch member's maturity and the group's
I
s~.t:~\of development (Darmat1in, 1983).
Criticism against the model has postulated that a high
concern forboth people and production, which Blake and
Mouton advocate. as being the best management style, is
o
not necessarily always optimal. The primary criticism
, '
against this model is however that as a two-dimensional
model it is too simplistic and does not acknowledge the
many variables involved, such as situational variables
(Darmanin, 1983). /1 "
1]
~\
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2.2.3 Situa.tional Approaches
Bot})' research and. practii;e appear to indicate that the
classical approach is effective in some envit~)1mental
circumstances while the, humanistic approach i$ effective
in others. A theory that would take int~ account the
organisational structure and the environment as well as
the interaction between" the structure of the organisation
!-- " "
'I
[\ I)
and employee characteristics, was "thus necessary. In
1967 Fiedler developed such a theory which he called the'
Contingency Theory of leadership.
h;P:==~~
The Cc;mtingencyTheory',~tatestha,\~rformance is
I,: .
dependent, or conti(lgent upon) the extent to"which the
leader's personality rnatches~the demands of the
leadership situation. In ord~r to elicit oj?tirnal
\,_, t.t
performance there needs to be contingency between the
organisa~on and the task, the, task and fhe people and
between the people and the 'Organisation, .: ' In accordance
with this approach', Lawrence and LOb~h (1969) suggest
that the closer' the match between the organisational
structure and the requirements imposed on it by the
environment, the more successful the firm's endeavours,'
will be,
Fiedler (1967) reviewed OVerfifty studies which
supported the notion that the effective leader adapts his
or her style depending on the particular Situation and that
some styles are only effective uncer certain conditions.
Leadership is thus contingent and relative rather than
absolute and universal. This approach analyzes the
19.
situation and then adapts and matches the management
approach to the situation.
According to Fiedler, training of leaders is probably
\\ futile as he believes. that the underlying personality
cannotbe chang~. 'fhis is not as extreme as it may
u
seem as Fiedler does not prescribe any single style of
,matillgeme~tbut argues t,~atvarious approaches q'r¥ be
equally effective. \;~
""-~)
Ho\vever Stogdill (1974) found that people higt; in both
concern for production and concern for people ate ',,;) .
consistently more successful. Darmanin (1983)
~~·O questioned the usefulness of Fiedler's theory since the
three determinants 9£ the situational va.rlflbles are
complex and difficult to measure. o
o
o
r.
Basedbri similar prigciples to the Conthlgency'Theory, is
the.Path"Goa1 Theory of leadership, proposed by House'
~! 'I)
(t971). It is detived hom both .the Contingency ~d
[I
" (.\Expectancy models. Expe.2itancy Theory propOse!! that
people are satisfied with taeir jobs and are motivated to
c 1/
work hard if this will lead to results that are ,highlY">
valued. The maj9t concern ofpath ..G(Ja) theory is-now a,
leader is aBle to influence subordinates' perceptions "of
th~ir work goals and personal goals; as well as provide
guidance regarding paths" to be followed to attain these
goals. The ~eaderlsbehaviour is motivating and
~ffectiye to the extent that he or she can increase
subordinates I attairlme~t of work goals and pen~'Opalgoals
and clarify behaviours required to .attain these goals. '
',;
The Contingency Theory appears to be"of value to the
church as it takes into account the importance of
situational factors. Any church has to tit;' structured
,r;
.
around its mission and its congregation. The effective
minister is not one who rigidly implements rules
o
regardlesS'of the people or particular situation, but rather
one who is flexible and sensitive enough to help the
congregation to progress and ,devt;lop,Jlccording to its
resources "and numan potentiaI:_~:pf,n_?i~iq, l~~q).
)- 't~ ',,, ,),~)
,!I ~ ~.'
If the Cla~Sicai1md"BUm~ '". cJ~?'>:'1:;PhasiSing
wft~ or relationships aie '~n~i11~ensi9ri~~qdels and
B.~akeand MoutQn"sMan(~gcria1Grid; ctTuOj~~g the
, ,~ 1:/
above two factol's is a two~d~tnensional;rnodel, then
Situational Leadership of BerseS' and Blanch~'d (1977)
can be considered a three-dimensional. model, Hersey
and Blanchard (1977) proposed that leadership style
varies not only with task and function but al$Q With the
situation. They thus added the dimension of situation to
the task and function of the Managerlal Grid ..
Hersey and Blanchard (1977) propose that there is no
optimal style of leadership for all, circumstances. Rather,
the !.eader needs to establish a balance between tasks and
relationship orientation depending on the situational
variables. The effective leader must be able to use all
lendership styles appropriately, adapting themaccordlng
to the unique demands, abilities and mhturity, of their
followers and the situation.
20.
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According to Darmanin (1983) th~ SituationalLeadershlp
model extends Contingency Theory as it provides a
developmental sequence for different situations in terms.
of"subordinate maturity. This emphasis on the maturity
or subordinates distinguish't,s it from other theo~jes·that
either ignore personal ability or assume it to be!~
'.: "
constant. In addttion, the analysis cffollcwers' skill and
self confidence levels places it ahead of other theories
that dismiss these factors as playing a minot role. This
model possesses a dynamism that the other models lack
f"'·· ?,:<i:~· . .. . .•.... /;
as it suggests that effective leadership J"ehaviour is not
only a function of subordinate characteristics !ibutalso of
/1
the stage of development of the group (Dapnanin, 1983).
Darmanin (1983) considers a limitation of thecSituationa},
Leadership model to be Hersey and Blanchard's (1973)
failure to consider the personality of the leader. He sees
this as an over-reaction to the trait approach which
~ttempted; but failed, to compile a definitive list of traits
or characteristics that a leader should posse~s. Finally,
Darmanin (1983) f!Jints out that while the theory of
I)
Situational LeacW-fshiphas face validity, more research is
k
required in order to establish its practical validity,
r'J
Darmanin I(1983) argues that-the cO~\ingency !heories are
not a suitable model for ministers as, by reducing
complex human factors to measurable datal they give a
deterministic view of people. This is because the
theories aim to determine the exact manner in which each
of the situational variables influence leadership.
Darmanin argues that this does not allow for freedom of
II
\
action and spontaneous behaviour and-leads to an almost
.II mechanistic determination of behaviour.
2.3 Theory Z
A theory which is comprehensive and innovative in its approach,
as compared to previously discussed theories, is Theory Z,
proposed by Ouchi (1981). W~e Theories X and Y allow for
the adoption of various approaches and techniques by different
supervisors, TheorY"Z discourages SUGh a piecemeal approach.
This is an all or nothing philosophy where everyone and ,
everytlJing is linked both in the workplace and in life. It
emphasises long term employment, joint decision-making, trust,
open communication and a holistic concern for both the
individual and the family.
Theory Z is similar to the humanistic and participative
management styles in that it stresses employees' well being,
satisfaction and morale, as well as team work, co-operation, and
participative management: It differs however, in the 'spirit and
attitude with which these are implemented as the model "applies
not only to the work situation but also to the employees'
personal, family and social lives (Dara.anln, 1983).
(i
Theory Z exceeds the limits of the workplace to incorporate
society; its culture and its values. It is characterised by close,
caring, paternalistic.relationships and decisions are made by
consensus. .Since every· individual's view is heard it is\helieved
" )l
to lead to more creative and effective decision-making trlan that
\.
undertaken by single individuals (Ouchi 1981).
23.
Underlying this philosophy is the notion that job performance is
increased by involving workers through the establishment of
trust, co-operation and a long-range view as well as by
co-ordinating their efforts. Incentives are) derived from the long
term relationships between workers who are encouraged to act
responsibly towards one another.
Darmanin (1983) claims that a disadvantage of the model is that,
while it promotes a holistic orientation it could lead to robot-like
automatism of workers who have been conditioned to perform in
a particular way. An exaggerated work orientation can also lead
to employees neglecting other aspects of their lives resulting in
their identities being bound up in and determined by the work
situation.
The concepts underlying Theory Z are very similar to the ideals
and values endorsed by church organisations and hence may
have application within these settings. The views support a
holistic orientation and the .development of intimacy, trust and
open communication. Finally the concept of a long term
commitment is promoted and valued in both churches and type Z
corporations.
3, Empirical Studies
The focus of what 1 have called the empirical approach, lies in
verifying what managers actually do in practice. Its fresh, unique
approach has largely arisen in reaction to the classical view '6f
management. In empirical studies the actual behaviour of the manager
in the workplace is studied in order to ascertain what it is that
differentiates between how management is actually practised and what
24.
constitutes effective managerial behaviour. The method concentrates on
the measurable behaviours in the workplace that account for managerial
ef:f~tiveness. In the past other theories have often cited chafacteristics
"that 'ifre not behaviourallY specific and are difficult to measure, such as
dedication (Boyarzia, 1982). '
Tl'aditional theoretical works expanded on characteristics that a group of
experts had thought 'Nere important and had assumed were what
managers actually do; without testing them against actual performance
(Stewart; 1983). The empirical approaches aim to ascertain
qualitatively what effective managers do in practice. In the absence of
a clear understanding of the managerial functions performed by
,\
ministers and what constitutes effective managerial behaviour within the
church, management training for ministers will remain superficial. The
empirical work of Mintzberg (1983) and Boyatzis (1982). is particularly
relevant for this study.
3,1 Myths of Management
Amongst others, Mintzberg (1983), Sayles (1980), and
Kotter (1982) independently challenged the prevalent concepts of
managerial work. Miutzberg (1983) identified a number of what
he termed "folklores" or "myths".
The first myth that Mintzberg identified is the belief that
managerial behaviour is orderly and managers-are reflective,
systematic thinkers. In fact, he Showed that managerial
activities are characterised by brevity, variety and fragmentation.
Mintzberg (1983) found that managers are strongly orientated to
action and dislike reflective activities.
25.
A second myth that Mintzberg challenged postulates' that
managers have no regular duties to perform. He found that
managerial work entails a certain number of regular tasks that
include ritual and the processing of information linking the
organisation to the environment.
G
Mintzberg found that managers prefer a verbal, interactive form
of communication as information gathered in this way is of great
imPortance ill the decision ..making process and is even preferred
to the traditional "hard" MIS (Management Information
Systems) information. This casts doubt on the value of
traditional formal information systems.
Finally Mintzberg questioned the assertion that management is
becoming a science as he found that managers rely laf,l~ely on
judgement and intuitlon in decision-making.
Similarly Sayles (1980) identified from his own work and from
the literature several. "old wives' tales" regarding management.
He found that the manager must in fact do a lot of the work
himself, especially When it involves contact with outsiders that
he cannot delegate. The traditional theorists would teach that a
<i
good manager gets all his work dose for him through the actions
of subordinates and spends most of his time supervising the
work of others. However Sayles found that the need to interact
with others outside the organisation keeps him away from his
subordinates a considerable portion of the time.
26.
It was assumed that a manager should only take instructions
from his boss. However research has shown that managers
1.\
respond to many people whJi make demands upon their services.
Traditionally it Was believed that managers focus pu,marily on
results. However, methods of continuous feedback ate required
'(i
since the potential cost of waiting to see a result tha.t does not
conform to specii\ ~:\~oasis enormous. Furthermore, most
results. are joint products and cannot be assessed ag~nst a single
individual.
Itwas always believed that a manager must have authority equal
to his responsibility while staff groups have no real authority
since they are subsidiary to line. However accordin&,to Sayles a
manager depends on many people over whom he has minimal
control while staff groups have real power.
The research of Stewart (1983) also showed that what traditional
theorists speculated managers did, differed significantly from
their behaviour in reality.
Stewart found managers' behaviour to be reactive and instinctive
and stated that they make use of informal; speculative
information. Traditional theorists would claim that managerial
behaviour is planned and would emphasise formal information
systems.
'Traditional belief holds that managers are apolitical and focused
on organisational objectives. However Stewart found that
managers are in fact political and pursue their own individual
and groups' objectives. Furthermore, lateral rel,~Jionshipsare of
&27.
great importance and should thus be recognized in addition to
those of subordinate to boss.
Kotter (1982) studied the patterns inthe lives of fifteen general
managers in nine corporations. He found that the planning and
organising done by managers appears to be unsystematic and
somewhat sloppy. They are engaged in ..~ lot of work that
traditional theorists would claim they should not be doing, but· .~
in fact an,essential part of their jobs.
Kotter reached two conclusions concerning general managers.
Firstly, he 'found that they rely on their own agendas which
consist of loosely connected goals and plans that address a brCld
range of financial, product, market and organisational issues.
Secondly, they develop a wide range of co-operative networks
both within the organisation and externally, at all levels of
seniority. This expands their information .resources and helps
them to achieve their agenda§.
A frequently cited study is that ~fMint~perg'(1983) who studied
\\ c, \
five chief executives from val"!C4s>\~P. \·ganisations. Using
,( \ '\ til... . \'
a stn\~tured observation technique he ide\ltifled· ten managerial
. ..' \
roles. Mintzberg defined a rote as ·anorgat1~~ed~@tof, '. '\ 'behaviouts belonging to an .identifiable office or pOsition.
1 •./
Mintzberg contends that the.ten .roles that managers perform
form a gestalt and. that the roles are common to all managers.
Since MintzL',ergdefined a manager as any person who :~~in
".' 1!
charge of a formal organisation, the managerial roles would
28.
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therefore be applicable to ministers a';:l well. To explain his, \
concept of universal roles he uses the analogy of actors wh6
play predetermined roles but interpret them differently. Thus
the individual personality of a manager will not affect" whether
or not a role is performed but rather how it is performed.
Timing also plays a part since managers may assume different
roles at different times. As an analogy Lersch, Baughman,
_,', .,' ,J)'
Reece and Mintzberg (1983) use the example of farmers who
sow in spring and reap in autumn thereby assuming different
roles. at different. stages of a single process, Therefore.. over
time, ministers could be expected to perform ran ten roles that
Mintzberg identified. ~:)
/;~f/
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Mintzberg's ten roles can be grouped under three headings.
These are as follows:
Interpersonal
1. Figurehead. This involves performing routine
ceremonial, social or leg~ functions. Ministers preside rfl
. d
I> " •. __ _',,' .• ,'. '. ',' ", \J) Uat ceremonial functions such as weddings, funerals ani.:l
"
baptisms. A.~the head of the church a minister W~':dlair
I
numerous meetings and be responsible for financial art.o
statistical returns,
2. Leader. Selecting, motivating, developing and giving
instructions are examples of the, leadership role identified
by Mintzberg. All of these would apply to ministers.
3. Liaison. The manager needs to maintain a network of
contacts important to the organisation. The, minister
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must also have ~etworks incorporating a wide range 'of
r. \
people in a varl'eiy of organisations such as other
churches, community organisati~es, education~
institutions etc ..
o
Informational (r>-\\
j \
\ \
Managers(·)1~..;;d'tp keep up to cYate on
---,;::::::-:_1
4. Monitor.
developments both inside and outside the organisation
and to develclp a thorough understanding of the
organisation and the. environment. If ministers are to
make a relevantoonttibution they need to understand the
congregation, the community and the environmental ;'j
forces impinging on the system.
5.. Spokesman. When performing this role managers
provide informatioh to outsiders regardin5 the ~ol'lf of
the organiktion. Ministers, when theyOare involved in
missi~fiwork ancl<:::-J;eachingto people outside the
congregatio.rl! are assuming the spokecsmanrole. ~l. In
addition n:\6isters are frequently called upon to act as a
spokesman for the local churchlto account for its
j
activities and to provide statistic~ reb~ting to it
(Massingham, 1977). Within the bla&kcommunity the
role of the spokesman may be even more important since
the mini~t¢r'$educational qualifications .and standing in
" (_"
the community mean that he may frequently be chosen to
act on behalf of the community.
,.)
6. Disseminator. Managers need to supply information that
theYnhave received to the organisation after they have
II
(;
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interpreted and integrated it. This is evident in •the
t~lchlng ~mdpreaching role that minlsters pertt'lt:n1•
o
Decisional
7. Entrepreneur. To remain competitive msaagers need to
search. the environment for opportunities and c(tJtinually
innovate change. MW.isters need to be able to deal with
change on a personal, interpersonal and macro level. In
addition they must continually be on the lookout for new
areas of service and innovative ways to spread the
gospel.
8. Disturbance Handler. Mintzburg defined this role as!'
being expressed when managers handle conflict and all
"people problems". They are responsible .Ior corrective
\\_j'
action when unexpected disturbances arlse;c~Jp the
"""~)
ministry this role would probably be called pastoral care
or cotlnselling and reconciling.
9. k~Qurce aUO<'.ij.tor.~,{anagersallocate organisational
resourc.....S when they approve plans and budgets and
allocate time and ltl,ioney. Ministers also have a role to
play in determining the, allocation of resources both of
their own and olf tbe church.
10. Negotiator. Since managers play the role of figurehead
they represent the organisation in negotiating, bargaining
and in dealing with others. Likewise the minister
performs these roles when he interacts with others in
(I
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situations such as negotiating the best price on an organ
or reduced prices on items for the sou:~kitchen,
Mintzberg suggests that there.is considerable evidence that these
ten roles are common to the work of all managers,
Massingham (1977) successfully used the roles of Mintzberg as
a framework within which he discussed the managerial functions
that Methodist ministers perform in South Africa.
Klauss (1983), whose study confirmed the findings of
Mintzburg, found that the relative importance of tJ:f~' roles may
differ depending on the level of management and between high
performing managers and managers in general.
Rotter (1982) identified twelve patterns of daily behaviour that
coinelded with the\behaviour of managers as advanced by
Mintzberg (1983). These behaviours are:
2.
General managers spend bt ween 70% and 90% of their
time with other people.
.. . .' , '. .... ..' . '. l_\. \~~ - .:,o;/i
The people with whom they spend their time incorporate
a broad range and are not limited to subordinates and
their bosses.
3. Discussions cover a wide range of sopics,
4. Discussions include many non-work related issues.
1.
5. General managers seem to ask a lO't of questions.
6. During these discussions "big" decisions rarely seem to
be made.
7. They frequently engage in activities that they may believe
to be a waste of time.
8';. They rarely give direct orders.
9. General managers frequently auempt io influence others.
\.1
11.
TheY'bf1:en react to ths initiatives of oth&~ and much. of
.\ ,~
the typical day-is unr)' #tned.
Much of the time th, jspend with others is spent in
short, disjointed coi lIsations.
, i
They work long hi ~~s,12.
(,
"In general the literature on management and leadership is
confusing and contradictory in nature and ofte~!bears little
resemblance to what appears 'to ·happen in reality.. This is not
surprising considering the very complex nature of managerial
work and the variety of personal factors, not to mention
environmental influences, that determine managerial and
leadership effectiveness. The problem is accentuated. because of
a lack of agreement on what is being studied and the differing
terminologies used. For example Mintzberg (1983) used the
\:-::J ".
term "roles", Boyatzis (1982) described "competencies" and
Sayles (1980) identified "managerial activities". Hales
(1986, p.89) writes II n' the various studies tread a precarious
course between illuminating variation and bewUdering
j/
inconsistency. II t/
The empirical studies provide a valuable insight into the job of a
manager since they are based on evidence as opposed to
speculation. One particular form of the empirical studies was
<')
popularised in education and soon spread to business. These
were the competency studies.
3.3 Competency Bas()d Trainin~l o
In competency studies the focus is upon ascertaining what
managers actually do in practice. The competency approach
33.
thus emerged as an effective model of management that is based
on demonstrable performance rather than on perceptions and
theories.
i)
I)/..'
#
Competency basM education was widely discussed in the
literature durir.'g the 19705, although according to
Friedrich (1985) there still is no clear definition of the
movement. However any competency based training is based on
several fundamental assumptions, namely:
The d~,f J:dOJ o{ competencies is the foundation of\lany
programme and these are usually defined in tef~S of
knowledge, skllls and behaviour,
The criteria to be used to assess the competencies are,
explicitly and openly stated:
The American Association of College Education (1974) listed
. It.. ~four vital aspects of a competency qased educapon programme.
If 'II
1. Competencies (knowledge, skills, behavioul')c:o be
demonstra,)ted by the student are stated in such a way as
to allow for meaningful evaluation "of each competency.
2. Assessment is based primarily on practical ,demonstration
of the competenqies and strives for maximum objectivity,
3. Cpteria ;.tobe used in t~e assessment of competencies "~e
'.1 o •
openly Stated and define the expected level of
competency under specified conditions.
,.)
4. The students' rate of progression i~,dependent on their
" demonstration of competencies and not on the passage of
time.
34.
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Although the definition of competencies is central to an]) study
y . . •
in which they are investigated there is confusion regarding what
a competency actually Is, Usually this term refers to .
knowledge, skills, attitudes, behaviours and understandings. In
all cases specific subject matter is not the issue. Rather, the
focus of the study is what the person is able to do in practice
(Friedrichs 1985).
Competency. can be defined as an asset or characteristic of an
individual that leads to behaviours which meet the job demands
':.
within the parameters of the organisational environment. These
in turn bring about desired results (Wexley & Klinoski, 1984).
Galvin and $heldon (19§~) defined competencies as the skills,
-:,knowledge and behaviour necessary to perform professional
work tasks effectively. Boyatzis (1982, p.21) cites. Rlemp's
definition whi~h states that a competency is "an underlying,
characteristic of a person Y,Vhichresults in effective arid/or
superior performance in a job. "
There are various approaches to the study of competencies'. One
approach involves the use of experts in the particular fleldbeing
studied who are asked to supply lists of the competencies
required to perform well in that field. Using consensus the
experts ,car)then validate the competencies. An altemativ¢
-.
method is to carry out .M"analysis of the competencies required
. '",--,
1\ for the task, This may however yield ottlY'i,threshold
\\
competencies and not competencies that acZJ~)untfor superior
performance \ III order to overcome this limitation the American
Management Society determined generic competencies and- ,~
generated standards of performance for the jobs of managers
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upon which a criterion ..validated model could be based
(Hayes, 1979).
.
Numerous cor 'etency type studies have been undertaken in a
variety of sectors as diverse as education, health services and
technical fields, to name but a few. A comprehensive summary
of these studies may be found in Kohli (1979).
In South Africa Slabbert (1987) identified generic managerial
competency factors for South 4lrlcan Business School graduates.
(~f
~\.!"'\
/,;/', ... '.;
These are as follows:-
Administrative skills
Creativity
Analytical problem solving
Mental agility
Pro-activity
Relevant professional Understanding
Continuing understanding to events
Technical skills
Time management
(;.
Balanced learning habits and skills
Command of b~)ic facts
,! /
Supervising s1011
(1
()
('
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Interpersonal skills
Social skills and abilities
Communication
Emotional resilience
Self confidence and decisiveness
!)
Other South African competency type studies include that of Van
der Walt (1989) whodetermined competencies for agriculture
extension officers, and Lapinsky (1989) who examined
competencies required by $04\\ African managers.
However-since each study used Its own methodology and as
definitions of the competencies varied, compariscn between
studies is difficult and probably invalid.
The Competency approach adopted by MeBer and Associates
was a land-mark st}ldy for the id,.mtification of competencies
required by effective managers. Since the research undertaken
in this project was based on a method derived from the study
carried out by Boyatzis (1982) this study will be considered in
SOmedetail.
3.3.1\) Competency Study by MeBer; and Associates
Ponsibl> the larg~st study yet undertaken on competencies
Was completed in 1979 by McBer and Associate,$
(Boyatzis, 1982). This study"focused on two th~u~and
managers in 41 different types of jobs in the public and
private. sector,
\)
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According to Boyatzis (1982) competencies are causally
related to effective behaviour, as measured by external
performance criteria, and there is evidence that
.. t:::.\.
possessing the appropriate characteristic precedes and
results ineffective behaviour.
Central to a competency approach is the identification of
----"'" ... :~ ..c..-:.;::; •.
superior performers and the setting of standards against
which other information can be compared. Work output
measures, as well as supervisory and peer ratings, ..can all
be 'used as standard criteria in research and practice. The
reliability and validity of research is dependent on the
criteria used. Work output measures have been found to
be the most direct way of measuring performance.
Unfortunately direct outputs are often difficult to identify
and measure for the job of a manager and this is even
more difficult for the job of a minister. Supervisory and
peer assessments have been shown to be significantly
related to work-output measures (Lewin &
. Zwang.y 1976).
Competencies were described by Boyatzis in two
dimensions namely type and level. Types of
competencies refer to actual behaviours e.g, presentation
skills. Each competency can exist in an individual at
three psychological levels, namely an unconscious level
(i.e. motives or traits), a conscious level (te. self-image)
or a behavioural level (i.e. skills). Each level may affect
the individual's.inclination to display the competency.
('I;
Each of these levels will be discussed bri_eflY'il "
':' I~.' .~)
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Motives and tralts
McClelland (1976) defined a motive as a recurring
concern for a goal or condition, existing ..in the mind of a
person which drives, directs and selects their behaviour.
The need for achievement would be an example of a
motive.
~ A trait is a disposition or a characteristic \va~.of'
\",
responding to similar sets of stimuli. Irdtiative is an
example-of a trait(Klemp, 1979),
Self-image and social role
Self..image relates to the person's self-perception and
c
self-evaluation while social role refers to-the perception
of behavioural norms that are accepted by the social
group to which the person belongs. Self-image and 0
L~
social role must be appropriate to the job and
organisational setting in order for the person to be most
effective. The research undertaken in this study focused
largely on the social role level.
A'skill is the ability to demonstrate a sequence of
behaviouii1hat is directed"towards attaining a specific
goal. Skills may be comprised of multiple actions and
each contr~putes to the final result. Boyatzis considers
\\
plannipg:to be an example of a skill.
C)
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, The dynamic interaction between the levels of
performance and the vatious component, 'Vi.'job
performance can be represented as follows:
i\ .'
II 1'0,
~)
Figere 1 Dynamic Interaction of Components, Job Performance
'.. _ _ __ _ __ _ _ ~J
and Levels of Competency (Boyatt:is, 1982, p.35j
The system is dynamic and feedback occurs between the
person's competencies and specific actions and between
job demands and specific actions, The organisational and
culnirat epvironment influence and determine appropriate
C(. .' :
action and thus influence the functionru and situational
"
demands of the job. A change in any aspect of the
40.
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system will therefore lead to changes in all other aspects
of the system ,.
The McBer study identified eighteen managerial
competencies that were grouped into four Clusters. These
<)
are:
Goal and action management cluster
1. Efficiency orientation
2. Pro-activity
3. Concern with impact
4. Diagnostic use of concepts
Directing subordinates cluster
1. Use of unilateral power
2. Developingothers
3. Spontaneity
Human resources management cluster
1. Accurate self-assessment
2.
3.
Sf if-control
Stamina and adaptability
4. Perceptual objectivity
5. Positive regard
6. Managing.)~roup process
7. Use of socialised power
\,:. 1.
2.
3,
4.
Leadership duster
Self-confidence
Conceptualisation
Logical thought
Use of oral presentations
Effective behL -iour in the workplace is th~ffsUlt,
according to Boyatzis (1982), of a fit betw~~n the
ii'1dividual's competencies, the job demands and the
organisational euvironment, He defiri~.deffective
performance in a job as lithe attainment of specific
results (i.e, outcomes) required by the job through
siX!Cificactions while m>ltntaining or being consiste,nt
with. policies, procedures, and conditions of the
organisational environment" (Boyatzis, 1982, p.12).
This can be represented graphically as follows:
Figure 2 A Model for Effective JoQ.}lerfonJlfince (B6yatzis 1982" p.13).
The "job demand" defitl,e.$ 'what u person in the~Job is
expected to do while the "organisational environment"
1,1
determines how a manager Is expected to respond to the
job 'demands Finally the "indiviqual's competencies"
,.«:;'. .. ,',
refer to what a particular manager iv'6apable <r: doing
" ," c;-::'/
and why he or she may act In cerlrun 'ways .
(Boyatzis, 19a2). Klemp (1979) post~date<fthat as
competencies are believed to be causally related to
performance, any development of the competency should
_j .~..~
lead to impriJ'))ed performance.
in South Africa, Lapinsky's (1989) work largely
supported the findings of Boyatzis although the ability to
handle complex socio-political change was foun¢to be a
distinguishing competency for South African managers.
In addition Lapinsky found that the ability to initiate
action, innovate and communicate in a compelling
manner were not as significantly related to outstanding
performance as Boyatzis had indicated.
The competency approach can be, and has been,
successfully applied in all spheres where specific skills
are required, Although the methodology has a. strong
intuitive appeal very lithe independent research has been
carried out to-validate the method (Lapinsky, 1989).
The competency approach is felt to have a valid
application within a church .situation for the following
reasons:.,
':' Ii
\\
\1
'/
• Since the actual competencies are identified it is
possible to formulate an appropriate training
programme for those competencies .. ,
•
D
'. . . .. .. ~;'--)\
The list of competencies can bfit6sed\Jas a
checklist, by.lrot"\ and' fellow:,ordained mInisters;
, . \ .,
fer a 'Q~s atialxsi~l rl. managerial 'stdlls for
ministers. '~Tht:sis ,possible since supery:Js9,ry and
"if-. peer assessments nave bet.\1:hishownto be
significantly related to work-output measures
(Lewin·& Zwany, 1976).
o
I),
• Within the Methodist Church there are V~,st
,.
differences ,~etweet1 the .abilities ot/individ\?al
students to cope with ~caden'1ic wot~\! T!1is
~ "method allows for ministers to leamC~\t their owrt
v.. /',: if
pace, and yet ultimat~ly achieve the same
:;.
standard.
Training can he divided into smaller subsections
to form the basis of in-service training allowing
,;
.competencies to be put into immediate practice as
they are acquired.
• Feedback can be provided regarding specific 'areas
which require attention.
• Since the criteria for success are explicitly stated
it is easy to evaluate the success nf training.
• The ministers can be informed as to what
competencies are going to be evaluated and how,
which reduces stress and gives direction and focus
.10 the learning l)rocess.
t
II It is. an objecqlve method since the criteriazfor
success are I?te-determined and clearly defined.
I
d~nce the purpose/of this research was to determine the ,.
\::.:~>j
managerial competencies required by the clergy a \',
competency based approach was adopted. However one
11\
',I
(}
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still needs to determine ift what way religfous
management is similar to business management, How 1
for example, does the fact that ministers are expected to
have a "supematurar" motivation, make a lifetime
commitment and accept poor stipends modify the
application of managerial principles to ministers ?
Similarly, to what extent is decision-making~,similar ~
discernment 1 The following chapter will examine '\1
management within the church in more detail.
(\
!I
/}
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Chapter 3 ..Management Within the Church,
The Need (01' Manageroment Training
~.. 1Manage~ent is perhaps the best modern translation for the word
U "O~kOllO~)la"which has been traditionally referred to in Christian circles
'i .,
as stewardship. A steward (Greek "oikonomos") in the New Testament
was essential~y.a manager as his responsibility was to faithfully manage
his master's affairs. Since it was a familiar concept to the people of
that time it became an image in the teaching of Christian discipleship
and the apostolic mission (Gasque, 1985).
Since management is an accepted concept within a Christian context and
I?
as most of the graduates from seminaries and Bible colleges become"
managers sooner or later, One would expect ministers to undergo some
form of managerial training. Gasque (1985) found that courses in
management are seldom included in ministerial training. This was
confirmed by Wright (1985) who found that While seminaries excel in
the academic disclplines, there is need f~r-:additional training in the
prscscal competencies such as\pumagement. However, even if
seminaries offered courses in ;management it is likely that most students
would not elect to take them unless they were compulsory, as the
assumption exists among students that they go to seminaries to learn
how to preach, teach and be "fishers of men" and not to learn how to
manage a business (Dibbert, 1989). "The major reason churches
struggle with ~1\Ulagement-l'elatfl\~ssues is that few pastoral leaders are
trained to deal with them" (Dibber~ 1989, p.. 22).
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Kingsriter (1984) found that ministers perceive administration to be of
low importance altpough it takes the largest percentage of their time
and is rated highest in terms of perceived need tor further training.
Thus the minister spends much of his time performing a role that he is
minimally equipped for (Demerath III & Hammond, 1969). There may
be a conflict between what the minister feels called to do; that ~St the
spreading of the gospel of salvation, and what the laity expect of him in
terms of administrative duties (Massingham, 1977). MLqisters therefore
need to be able ~9 reconcile the spiritual role of the ordained minister
and the role of"ilie church executive. Most feel qualified to provide
spiritual leadership, but few are aJ~uately prepared to manage an
organisation (Rush(\ 1983).
A ¢ommori<~ssumption is that the church has businessmen on
committees which manage the affairs of the church with the result. that
managerial competencies are not of vital importance for ministers,
Massingham (1Q77) emphasis~s the importance of the role the laity can
play in the running of the church. However Unterman and Davis
(1982) found that business executives who become trustees of non-profit
making organisations often fail to apply their business expertise to these
organisations and the businessmen's expertise may be of little practical
use for the ongoing management of a non-profit organisation,
Selby (1978) pointed out that businessmen doing volunteer work make
assumptions about the relationship between the profit and non-profit
sectors t' It are not always valid. While there are obviously slmllarir'es
it is vital to understand the fundamental differences before it will be
possible to run non-profit organisations more effectively.
Schaller (1982) minimizes the role of the laity in the management of th.e
church, as he feels that most laity take a passive view and merely
approve the recommendations of ministers. Dibbert (1989) argues that
1)
IJ
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ministers, due to their education, re~ponsibilities, and proximity to
church executive members, tend. to exert great influence over the affairs
of the church. This is supported.byJlunter (1987) who suggests that.
there is a reluctance amongst many lay persons to question the authority
of an ordained minister. He states that there is a kind of "halo effect"
around the minister $0 that to challenge the pastor, even on a mundane
matter of church busiriesst may seem a bit like challenging God. As a
dir~t consequence of this attitude many ministers are allowed \~
considerable authority. within their congregations. There is tht!~ J,
danger that control will be exercised by an oligarchy that is dominated
by the minister, with the majority of the 6'ongregation not participating
in the decision-making process (Wilson, 1981). Drucker (1989)
disagrees however and states that non-profit boards cannot be rendered
impotent in the same way that business boards have been. In non ..
profit making organisations the directors frequently contribute la:tge
sums of money from their personal resources and thus have a personal
commitment to the organisation's cause. Non-profit boards do not
therefore simply provide the flJt')er stamp of approval to ministers'
plans but are active in the declsion ..making process.
Although management plays a large role in the job requirements of a
min, ....er, very few authors have studied management within the church'
(Odum & Boxx 1988; Kohl, 1984; Gasque, 1985). The little ~ritten
on the subject appears to have come directly from laity. For example
Kohl (1984) successfully used an adaptation of Miles and Snow's model
of organisational types for exploring strategic growth of a church while
Hunter (1987) refers to the work of several respected authors in the
field of management namelv, Burk, Druck~~,Hersey and Blanchard,
Kotter, Peters and Waterman and Odiorne. Massingharn (1977) used
the ten roles of managers compiled by Mintzberg to analyze and group
the activities that constitute the work of the minister. The question that
!J
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needs to be asked is in what way management withirt;the church is
similar to business and whether the same models that are effective in
business can be applied to the church,
2, Compartson between Managem~~.t in Church and in Business
By comparing the business sector with the church his possiblei\o
identify certain management practices which are appropriate to both
contexts. It is then possible to apply these well-tried management
\-\
practices directly from the business sector to the church.
Obviously there is a great deal in eommon between religious
organisations and business. For example both have to plan,
·iJcommunicate, work as a. team, make decisions, motivate members,
handle conflict and resistance to change and select and train staff, to
name but a few. Each Of these topics have been extensively discussed
within a business context. Within the church authors such as Schaller
and Tidwell (1975), Treadwell ani",:_~cSwain (1987)iand Anderson and
Jones (1978) have addressed the above issues.
Darmanin (1983) uses the term analogous, which means partly the
same and partly different, to describe the similarities between rellgious
fU1dbusiness organisations. While the two may have similar structures,
dynamics, and development stage~ they may still vary considerably,
Th,r following ~ifferences between business and the church are noted.
~,
2.1 Origin and power
Churches and business have different origins and sources or
f{
power. The power in the church is believed to come from God
while in a business God is usually not even considered to be a
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factor. Th,is transcendent nature of religious organisations
prevents rational reasoning from being completely satisfactory.
On an individual level the.mystic ~ature of Christian belief is~ . " ..
needed. to explain personal issues s~ch as budgeting, inter,
(' personal relationships and values. In addition business and the.
church. have different goals which would necessitate different
structures and' processes within the organisationS.
2.2 1/ Values
The va1u~s/adopted within a business may vary considerably
{rom t~i~eof a church and hence significantly effect the,
Ol'g0Ull4lUOnai processes. ..Within a. phureh values include .,
obedierice, service, honesty and financial giving. Once tf'
congrdgation has accepted a set of values, organisationalu ..' . - '. ~
processes ate directly or indirectly determined by them. They
become the chief criteria for planning; It!",aluation,
decision-making and' selectiorrof leaders.
2.3 Motivation
A major differenc~ between the church and business lies in
motivational factors since the reR,$,OnS for a person joining a
church and seeking employment ale completely different.
Joining a church is completely Volufltacy whereas in joining a
business the criterion is frequently economic necessity.
o
Belonging to a church means far more than just a job Or even a
career. Actively participating in the affairs of a church implies
the adoption of a different lifestyle. The motivation for.
adopting a certain lifestyle is fe, 'sed on faith in which God
(\
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occupies a central place. This has a tremendous impact on the
way in which managerial principles can 'be applied she
~olunteers who give their eommitmenrtc the church. For
example in<a church one is not only responsible t? peers and the
organisation but also to God. Christians are therefore motivated
by Christian values in exercising authority, making decisions,
3l1dcarrying out responsibilities (Darmanin, 1983).
In voluntary church work there is an intrinsic motivation where
rewards ate defined by a sense of self-fulfilment rather than'
material possessions (Milton, 1983). Managing volunteers is
completely different from managing a business where employees
have traditionally been motivated by values such as job security,
finances and status. One example is that the church would
reward the struggle towards effectivertess-while a business
rewards effectiveness (Milton, 1983)., Reconciling individual
needs, with those of the organisation is an issue that all
organisations have to face. The reconciling Of individual values c.,'
with those of the system is easier ,in a church context because of
this intrinsic motivating f~ctor (Darmanin, 1983).
Bmployment usually provides for .tile needs of people in terms' of
-_"\'"
food, shelter, security etc. Only secondarily may employment"
provide self-esteem and self~actua1ization. People may therefore
join volunteer organisations to have these secondary needs met.
Thus under these conditions reward is seen as fulfilment rather
than in terms of material possessions (Milton, 1983) i
Selby (1978) points out that the tole of a volunteer is different
from the other roles that a person fulfils. Drucker (1989)
believes that people do voluntary work since they know what the
t,
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mission of.the organisation'is·and are able to see the results of
thf;lirefforts. They are given responsibilitY! have mutually
accepted ,goals and objectives and set th""~'f{bwn performance
goals. They are consulted and part1(1iipi~tein making 'decisions
that affect not only their own work but the work as a whole.
The'work is challenging, they get a sense of achievement and
res::· ''lsihility and know their function in the organisation.
Selby (1978) suggests that people do VOl;J11tary work because
~.k(ymay have a freedom of choice they do not have at work or
at home, and may acquire a higher status and associate wit~
more prominent people than is usually the case. In this way the C:"
volunteer can have a vested interest, based not on the, cause but
on the volunteer's need for an outlet for the aspirations and
1\ .,
C:
rlrives not satisfied in the rest of his life. However,
rerman and Davis (1982) believe that. the perceived value of
the goats of the church may be the prime reward of volunteer
workers within the church.
2.4 Role nf the Leader
;/
The role of the leader in any group is to enable individ~als or
the group to achieve their goals or mission. By integrating and
fot.?'~ing the many gi£$sand talents displayed within the
col 't, .,Jation, the minister leads the congregatioa towards a
common goal or vision. Since Christianity has a transcendent
nature Christian leaderSI!iP"Iis aimed l\t facilitating and
[i . - .\
\ encouraging the mernbe~; -spiritual growth and the deepening of
their faith (Darrnanin, IF83). The function of a chur~h leader is
to inspire the members by offering ..them a vision of faith and
motivating them through God)s love. These functions would
essentially determine the managerial style adopted by a min~ster.
(/
For example, within a church, planning would be in terms of the
apostolic mission; decislon-making reliant upon discernment,
IJ 6
training would be for improved service and budgeting would.
occur within a framework of religious obedience.
I]
In a business the most qualified, most efficient and most
effective group of workers is selected to provide a product or
services. "Within a church however, this is not always possible
and the criteria for selection may be willingness to assist. As. a
c-
result leadership of the two groups may differ with a strong
interdependent relationship within the church.
25 BottomLine
,I
",roile authors may differ in their views .regarding the purpose of
a church almost all would acknowledge the central role of God.
(OrAl WOUld not however even be considered in profit-making"
organisations where profit is usually the goal which is' achieved
through a product or services. Churches share financial
resources to achieve their goals While a business produces a
product or service in order to acquire financial resources. Profit
is tangible, observable and directly beneficial to tl'lMagement
and shareholders. In the church however the benefits of the
\ \ .
services are often less tangible. The benefit derived from
management is ideological and altruistic and is-rarely tangible
although it may be evident in improved functioning. It is this
absence of a bottom Hne within non ..profit making organisations
that leads Drucker (1989) to Sllgg~::~,tthat management is even
more important here than in the profit-making organisations.
52.'
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Profit-making organisations have various methods of measuring
()performance at various intervals such as general-financial status,
market performance and profitability. Churches however have
few of these quantitative guideposts because of the nature of
their concerns. Within a church the problem of control
measures is compounded by the absence of methods for
measuring the service provided and establishing performance
standards. Furthermore, much of the work ofa minister is
involved in long term attitudinal change and cannot he measured
or quan~fied. For example, how can one measure faith, hope
and love in a cot~"W;:aity?
\Y ~
>\(
2.6 Assumptions
According to Selby (1978) volunteers may subscribe to
inappropriate assumptions. The most common assumption is
that since the cause is good others will believe in it, appreciate it
and it will sell itself. "By assuming that the quality of the cause
will Sell itself, many an organisation fails to develop a clear
statement of its product or.its service, let alone a marketing plan
and delivery system forthe service" (Selby, 1978, p.95). How"
many churches actively consider the service they render, and
what distinguishes them from the church across the road?
Drucker (1989) disagrees since he claims that the best non-profit
making orgenisadons devote a great deal of time to defining
their mission.
\\
\\,
,\
A further assumption that voldnteers cart make is that there is
intrinsic good in being a volunteer and since they are. doing
something for nothiiilf the cause ~s intrinsically good. Thus
anything done within this role must be good, Volunteers can
c.
2.7
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further reason that since they are providing a free service they
have the right to determine the nature Of: the services provided.
However if an individual determines the nature of the services
"" ;
how does a minister integrate this with the work of other
volunteers in the organisation? IIMore important, how do I
determine whether the services 1design are needed or are the /1
best ? To whom am I acconntable ? If I ... am no good at the
job, how does the organisation determine this fact and handle me
without destroying my morale'?" (Selby, 1978 p. 95),
Design of the Sel"V'iee
1,nprofit-making organisations the consumer, by selecting one
product or :~nother has a say in the future design of the product
or service. Within the church however, the market is usually
-,far larger than the services available. For example the number.
of children who could go to Sunday School far exceeds the
services available. In s\lch a market where the receiver cannot
"choose among alternative services it tg' usually difficult to give
feedback concerning the rendering of the services and the design
of the service thus remains in the hands of the donor.
2.8 Accountability
In profit-making organisations there are boards of directors,
chief executive officers and staff who are held responsible for
.'
achieving corporate goals. In the church however there is little
direct-line accountability and it is in fact unclear who the
"owners" are, This leads to the strength of creativity and equity
but the weakness of decreased productivity and efficiency
(Selby, 1978). In the church, paid staff and volunteers occupy
positions of management, Reporting accountability is usually
hard to maintain under these circumstances (Selby, 1978). For
example in the Sunday School the minister may be responsible
for training the Sunday School teachers but cannot force them to
accept and implement the training, At the same time tii:~'
teachers cannot ascertain beforehand whether the training will
meet their needs. The minister and the teachers have a shared
responsibility of service to the children but not to each other.
Furthermore, since there isno absolute measure of effectivenes,~,
they may have different' ways of perceiving their effectiveness.
I.'
Selby (1918) believes that persons engaged in volunteer Md staff
management functions often develop feelings of frustration and
impotence witt. a resulting decline in effort and creativity.
In the light ofthe many differen~es between profit and
non-profit m;tong organisations it is doubtful that the same
managerial principles can be applied in both contexts. As yet,
no res~ch has been conducted focusing on the identificatien qf
managerial c )mpetencies specifically required by Methodist
ministers in South Africa. It is only When one has a deaf
understanding of what successful managers do that one can
attempt to develop others to similar levels of competence. Thus,
an understanding of the managerial competencies required by
this population of ordained ministers will have implications for
the increased relevance and effectiveness of future managerial
training of Methodist ministers. It is for this reason that this'
research is required and has been undertaken.
Chapter 4 • Research Methodology
The research was conducted in four phases and fOfMsedon a single
,., !\
denomination, namely the Methodist Churcb of Southern Africa. The
investigation was limited to a ,Ringle denomination in order ..to hold several
.,'
organisational variables relatively constant. S\
;_; ...l
Two studies, A and B, were undertaken. The sample of ministers for both
Studies A and B included all practising ministers at Methodist Churches within
Southern Africa excluding Mozambique. Mozambique was excluooo since it (s
a very small Portuguese speaking distdct, Study B also included responses
from laity,and probationer ministers ~~a.dditional samples. The laity were
~. . l
ll
representatives elected from their circl~its to attend the district synods. (For
further information on the structure of the Methodist. Church see Appendix A).
For both Studies A and 13 there WaSa spread of languages and race and among
the laity a wide spread of educational backgrounds as well. The sampling
method ensured that the sample obtained was representative of the ministers
and laity of the Methodist Church of Southern :Afxica.
The first phase of the research entailed the generation of manager'al
competencies from the relevant literature and from key people within the
Methodist Church. During phase two ajquestionnaire containing the list of
competencies was constructed and circulated among ordained ministers. Phase
three involved the construction of a second questionnaire to be completed by
the delegarcc at the District Synods. Statistical. analysis of the results obtained
was carried out in the final phase.
c'
1. Phase One: Generationof Comp~tencies
In order to generate managerial competencies required of ministers
within the Methodist Church two approaches were used, .The first
involved an extensive literature survey and the second, in-depth
interviews with fOl~rbishops.
The liter~~ure survey focused primarily on the work of ..
;,Mintzberg (1983), f-,fcLagan and Suhadolnik (1989), Boyatzis (1982),
"Van der Walt (1989) and Sacht, Baird, Vetter and W\1ite (1990).
I, /1
Before. the interviews with Bishops were. conducted, two mihlsters an4
ot.l~'lay person, were interviewed, in erder for-the researcher to gain
\, i ,_, i;
experietla in tile interviewing i:echtdques i~uired to facilitate the
generation ofcofl,1peiencie:~ and'D~$Oto gauge the-approximate time
\\
period required for each interview. 1'he interviews WJ:.xeloosely
\' : """".!
structured around the following issues;
minister.
Managerial outputs eXW~Je:(tft;pmordained
mini~wrs.
• Competencies necessary to produce these (iutp'ilis.
• Managerial 'knowledge required by an ordained
•
:,~
The following issues were used by the researcher to. elicit response~
from the bishops concerning the ,t)ext five year period:
\\
* Environmental conditions that are likely to change.
• The impact this will have on .the congregation and surrounding
community,
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The demands this will place on the managerial outputs of
ministers.
• The competencies required to perform well under these new
circumstances.
When the researcher was proficient in the interviewing techniques four
bishops were approached. They were selected since it was assumed
that in order V.> have attained this position they should be forward
thinking and understand the managerial competencies required by
ministers.
Four male ministers, who have held or p(,;sently hold, the position of
, , /t
bishop were chosen on the basis of their proximity to the researcher. .
In depth discussions were held with each bishop individually. The
duration of the interviews varied from one to one and a half hours.
Notes were taken by the researcher during the interviews.
The interviews with the bishops did not yield any new competencies
that had not already been identified during the literature search and
initial interviews held by the researcher to gain experience in the
interviewing techniques, It was therefore concluded that a
comprehensive list of competencies had been assembled.
In total a list of sixty-seven distinct competencies were identified and
explicitly defined. Although this primary list was comprehensive it
made differentiation between competencies difficult and was not
therefore suitable to use as a questionnaire. Since the purpose of the
research is to generate a list of competencies for training purposes these
competencies were combined into related groups on the basis of
inspection, each of which could be addressed separately during training.
This yielded the final list of twenty-five competencies.
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The definitions were also refined and shortened in order to simplify
them for r~spondents whose home language is not English. It was
realised that by doing this a certain degree of clarity was sacrificed but;
this was offset by the fact that it made the definitions easier to
understand and recall. It was hoped that in doing so the response rate
would be increased.
JI
,I
il
Twenty-five areas of knowledge and skill were ideptified and defined.
To simplify terminology both skills and knowledge will henceforth be
referred to as competencies. lfhe competencies are as follows:
1. Administration skills
Ability to manage a church office and store records,
2. Bookkeeping skills
Ability to read a balance sheet, construct a budget, monitor cash
flow and complete a "4C Schedule".
3. Cln:rfchand community understanding
Knowing how the departments of a church f?:oction and relate to
each other.
Understanding and knowing the community, congregation and its
leaders.
(!
Ability to establish contact with a wide~~ariety of people to gain
information and build resources.
4. Coaching, motivation and leadershi)l;skiDs
Advising, encouraging and helping members with problems
relatecl to leading within the church.
Equipping members with the skills needed to perform certain
tasks.
II
Helping members identify and understand their personal role in
leadership and setting goals for leadership within the church.
Ability to help others adapt to, and accept structural, social and
() other organisational changes. c
5. Skills to t:letennine the needs of the wider community
'J,. Ability to identify with the need for justice and equity.
Able to assess objectively situations and people to determine
unmet needs.
6. Compl!ter literacy
Knows the application and limitations of relevant computet
programmes.
7. Diversity acceptance skills
Ability to relate to and respect all people and to understand the
differences between different groups.
8. Equipment operating skills
Ability to operate all church equipment (sound equipment,
overhead projectors and photostat machines).
9. Finding the .right person for the job
The ability to identify the skills and knowledge necessary to do
various duties wi~hin the church.
Able to recognize the calling and gifts of members and to select
the right people for the right duties.
il
i.\
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D
10. InteUectu~l'skills
"
Ability to organize thoughts logically and develop practical
creative frameworks to explain complex ideas in uSe8:ble ways 'to
find the best solution to a problem.
Abi1i~yto think creatively in different circumstances.
11. Interpersonal conflict handling and .negotiatiOli~skills
Ability to Intervene in interpersonal conflict and successfully
mediate and reconcile.
Able to negotiate an outcome that is favourable for the party that
you represent and is accepted by the other party.
12. Interpersonal skills
Possesses verbal and non-verbal skills which show others they
are valued and cared for.
Extracts a deeper meaning from verbal and non-verbal messages
,
and communicates understanding of and insight into another
person's feelings and situation.
\\
Is trusted, acts with compassion, keeps confidences and is
available when needed.
13. Manageilleut skills
Knows the role of the church.
Has itlsigrt concerning the future, identifies opportunities, sets
priorities, takes action byplanning long range goals.
Ability to delegate tasks, responsibility and authority to staff and
volunteer workers so that the skills. of the congregation are.used,
, \.
Organizes by allocating all resources and coordinating all
activities within the church. ,. !r~:
Ability to control perfon~~ce againstpredeterminJ;t standards~- - l\
and to take corrective action, if standards are not. met.
I)
))
\.
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14. R.utmin~rof meetings skills
Ability to construct an agenda, take minutes, chair and structure
.,-;
a meeting in such a way that acce:pt~ rules of debate are obeyed
and the objectives of the meeting are achieved .
. 25. Persuasion skills
Ability to persuade others throl:gh selling. and marketing ideas
and events (including fund raising),
16. Presenlation skill$ (preaching, teaching and evangelism)
\\ ~
Ability to present information verbally so thafthe intended
purpose is achieVed; to reinforce the message with non-verbal
behaviour, and if necessary, visual aids.
"Uses language and practical examples the congregation will
understand.
Material is well organised, voice projection is cleat and delivery
style is pleasing.
17. Psyc~J)logical knowledge
1/
Has an understanding of psychological problems, applicable
therapies and of the needs of people at different stages such as
childhood, adolescence, old age etc.
Knows when to act independently and when to refer to an expert
and does so appropriately,
18., S~lf knowledge
Having a realistic view of oneself by knowing one's strengths,
.weaknesses, personal values, needs, interests and their effect on
others; desiring to improve them through self-development.
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19. Self management
Ability to tolel~2e stress, be self"motivated and set personal
work standards.
~ . . .
Is self-disciplined, maintains the good nzme {):r Ihe church and
sets an example in terms of humility, values ~\P.dmorals.
Ability to use time effectively and be prompt (;.\ the execution of
tasks,
Ability to follow the instructions of a church authority, accept its
disciplines and account for one's actions to those responsible.
20. Team work skills .:.
Ability to facilitate group;work and use the resources OF all the
group members So that all needs are met and to get ,?ne group. to
\,
work with another group.
o
Ability to work ina group but not to dominate it.
21.. T)e{lllogic.1l1understanding
Possesses in·depth and current knowledge of theology and
Methodist teaching and can give professional relevant counsel on
a subject if called upon to do so.
o
22. Training needs analysis skills
Ability to determine training needs and suitable ways to improve
c-,
skill Ievels within the church. ~
23. Understanding and applying how ~tdUltsand chlldeen le&!m
Understanding how adults an(h~h~\ldren learn a.p(J> using these
individual differences in assisting them to learn.
64.
24. "Worship leading skills
'"Hasknowledge of music, rhythm, tempo and their appropriate
application; involves. all; sensitive to the mood of th~
congregation and can adjust accordingly.
2S. Writing skiJJs
Ability to communicate written ideas creatively using the correct
grammar so that the intended purpose is achieved.
2. Phase Two: Construction of ~iQuestionnaire for Ordained
Ministers - Study A
A questionnaire was constructed using the twenty-five cempetencies
generated in the manner outlined above. A five point ordinal scale was
used, as is commonly applied in attitudinal research, since it.p.:tvides
for ease of analysis .
., The questi!>nnaire was then piloted among several ll1inist~rs and lay
,. .. '1'1'
persons in order to cheC~for overlap of definitions, am~iguity j
conciseness and for competencies inadequately defined. Several minor
alterations were made as 'a result of this process,
A recent list of ministers was obtained from the Connexional or head
I,
office and all ordained ministers, active at churches, constituted the
sample.
The following, number of questionnaires were distributed to ordained
ministers.
"
~rable 1 Questionnaires Distributed Co i
I'
c:;; " , "if' l /'
Avernge l'laaDlIie:-1''_' -nes--t ......Mana-'-f'.._(-._- ~T""I!-·-.....:~--T-O,_W-~_-~......~-'""i.,
21 6
1/
If
;/
if
f
Dbtric{
-,'
1. CapccofGood
Hope
2. Gnlhamstowl\
3. Queenstown '"
4. Namibia
5. Kimbl,lrJey &.
Bloernfl)ntcin
6. Northern Free
Sta~ and
Lesotho
7. t~atal Coastal
8, Natal WClst
9. South Western
"lllllsvaol
10. ')OUlIt Eastern
Transvaal-and
Swaziland
11. Northern
TrannVMI and
Botswana
12. Clad:bury
Total
11
15_
o
9
4 I
2
o
'2
'",' 52
36
55
0
34
~a13
21
19
20
22
174
57
4 53
9 48
4 52
6 S3
0 7
47 45
IIt .
The questionnaires, together with an outline of the study and a letter
explaining the procedure to be followed, was sent to the bishop of each
district. (See Appendices B. and C for copies of the questionnaires). Since
supervlsery assessments have been shown to be significantly related to
II
work-output measures and as nominations have been found to be more
effective than ratings (Lewin & Zwany, 1976; Klemp', 1979) the bishops Of
the districts were asked to identify the ministers whom they perceived as
displaying the best managerial competencies. A more objective method of
Identlflcation of the best managers would hiJ,vebeen one based on direct
managerial output. However ~lsthe nature of the job of a minister is such
that direct ~utputs:are difficult to identify and measure the bishops'
perceptions of effectiveness were accepted.
Instead of imposing some arbitrary or value-based assumption as to what
constitutes an effective manager it was decided to allow each bishop to
interpret "effectiv~ness" SUbjectivelyand then identify which ministers were
displaying it in the context of the, district's goals and objectives. A good
irlanager was Jherefore only loosely defined as one whose church is 'well tun.
Since the environmental context would play a significant role in the
effectiveness of a minister, the bishops were asked to separate the
envirimmental factors associated with the congregation and ;~ommunicy (1'0111
the competencies of the minister. The ministers subsequently choSen\~ere to
be those who s,pecifically displayed competency as managers. The nUrliber of D
perceived "best" managers chosen from each district, was directly
proportional to the district's size in terms of number of ordained ministers in
that district.
The questionnaires of the perceived best managers differed from the others
by a small mark on each page that appeared to be a printing artefact. Since
each questionnaire was anonymous neither the researcher nor the ministers
could ever know the identities of those allocated to each category.
The bishops were also asked to complete the questionnaire,
To increase the response rate the .questlonnaires were required to oe
returned! in pre-stamped envelopes, to the bishops, who then forwarded them
to the researcher. /j
All ministers were asked to complete the three part questionnaire
Ii
anonymously. The questionnaire comprised the, following areas:
':'
2.1 Demographic Data
\;1
r;C Demographic data collected were as follows;
-»
• Ag~,
• Length of titi.),ein secular employment.
'IJ
((
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•• Length of time in the ordained ministry .
• Most senior position ever held within the church.
Home language.•
f) Highest qualification in theology.
Highest educational qualifleatlon,
Urban or rural situation of the congregation.
Number of societies that fall under respondent.
Number of members that f~Uunder respondent.
'0
•
The district of the respondent was determined from the postmark
on the J,'eturn,envelo~')e.
2.2 Future Importance
In order to encourage the ministers to think abous-the future they
)}
were asked to consider the social, economic, political and
legislative changes that South Africa is presently undergoing and is
likely to undergo over the next five years. In the light of these
changes ministers were asked to identify what they consider to be
the most likely change that will occur in the demands placed on
them by their jobs over this period.
The ministers were then asked to rate the importance of the
twenty-five Iisted managerial competencies, for their own job
requirements, O\.~( the next five years. A five point scale wag
~)sed. \)
"
In order to check the list of competencies generated, the ministers
were asked to add any managerial competencies or knowledge; not
"included in the list, that they thought would be important to
ministers over the next five years.
(j
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2.3 Future Trainin~ Needs
The ministers were then asked to rate what theyperceived to be
their own managerial development-needs for the next five years
"using the same list of competencies. A five point scale was used.
As a check on the list of competencies the ministers were again
asked to add any managerial competencies or knowledge, not
included in the list, that they thought they might require additional
ttairung in over the next five years.
3. Phase Three: Construction of Questi<mnairefor Synods,:- StlJl~y:B
The twenty-five competencies that had br~n previously compiled and defined
:were used 'by th~ Department of Education for Ministry Committee of the
Metilodist Church to construct a second questionnaire. The aim of this study
was to identify aspects of the training of ministers which synod members feel
r:
require improvement.
The synod is the annual meeting of all luinisters and lay representatives in a
district. The Methodist Church of Southern Africa comprises thirteen
districts. Questionnaires ware sent to the twelve English speaking districts,
thus ensuring a wide coverage of ministers and lay leaders of the church.
~ . » :! I
Since the questionnaire was part of a wider study respon(\\~;.itswere-requested
,
to select from twenty-nine items the ten that they perceive ministers i9
general require training in. Of the twenty-nine, twenty-five were the
previously identified managerial competencies. The remaining four
competencies were not considered for this study but form part ofa wider
study. There was thus considerable overlap between the two questionnaires
and it is this overlap that will be discussed later in the research report.
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Ordained ministers, probationer ministers and Jay representatives completed
(
this questionnaire. However, the ability of some of the lay representatives to
comprehend written English was' queried which would compromise the
C'
validity of their responses-and their contribution to the study. To overcome
this, all respondents werf asked to select ~~actJy ten items that they thought
//
ordained ministers required training in. If more or less than ten items were
selected the questlonnalre was discarded.
A more. comprehensive format could have ano~ ,ed respondents to rate each
competency, but for the tevel of sophistication of the respondents the validity
of this method was questioned. Since it was a forced choice, respondents
would still have had to titk ten items even if they believed that ministers
require no. training. In. addition, as selection of training needs was limited to
ten items, if the respondents believed that ministers required training in more
than ten areas they wi}r¢unable to indicate this. During the piloting of the
questionnaire many people complained that they would haveA.iked to have
q J/j
been able to tick more than ten items. A limit of ten was selected as it
would yield What were perceived to be the most important items. If more
than ten items-were selected there was a possibility that competencies of
lesser importance' would be identified as training needs.
The questionnaire was piloted among several,ministers and lay persons to
check for overlap of definitions, ambiguity and concise ". Severalgntnor
alterations were ibade as a result of this process.
The questionnaires, together with an outline of the study and a .letter
explaining the procedure to be followed, were sent to the bishops to be
included in the synod discussions. All delegates at synod were asked to
complete the questionnaire anonymously.
The sections of the questionnaire applicable to/~js study were:
70.
3.1 Demograpbic Data
Demographic data collected was as follows:
• Whether the respondent was a lay person, a probationer or
an ordained minister.
• Age.
.. Home language.
• Gender
(/
3.2 Future Importance
To get the delegates to think about the future they were asked first
to read a summary of a tlSWOT" analysis that had been compiled
by the Department of Education for Ministry Committee of the
Methodist Church.
3.3 Future Training Needs
The delegates were asked to select the ten most: h'ilpottant
competencies that they believed ordained ministers require training
in from the list of twenty-nine items. The firstfour items of the
questionnaire related to the minister's personal Christian life and
were therefore not relevant to this study.
As a check on the list of competencies the respondents Were asked
to add any managerial competer I~S pr knowledge, not included in
the list, that they thought should be Incorporated into future
mlnisterialtrainlng programs.
The questionnaires WtWZ returned to the District Supervisor of
Studies Who forwarded them to the secretary of ministerial training.
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Before the data Was captured each questionnaire Was examined 10
o ascertairswhether it 1D;etthe requirements of exactly ten items being
~. . .." 0
ticked. Those questiotinaires that did not meet this specification
were discarded. Unfortunately some of the packages containing the
questionnaires were damaged in the post and it is possible that
some Wt;.re lost in transit. Furthermore from some districts'
,questionnaires were not stapled together when they were submitted.
tJf there was any doubt as to as to which pages belonged to a
,>-~,
~WleCificquestionnaire they were discarded. It also appeared that
some of the rt?spondents who had not understood the questionnaire
h~d either not handed it in or it had been removed by a third party.o . 2
Since there were these extraneous variables that could not be
CQti,trolledfor ~a record was not kept of the discarded"
. '(j . •
f questlonnaltl:}s.
3. Phase Four: Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis of the data was carried out using version 5.02 of the
Number Cruncher Statistical System (NCSS). A brief explanation follows of
the statistical tests used. For further information on the statistical tests used
refer to the manual~ of the NeSS .programme (Hintze, 1987).
Factor analysis was used to condense the data from a large number of
original variables into a smaller set of dimensions (factors). Before
conducting the factor analysis correspondence analysis was used to convert c?
ordi~.it~data into interval data (Bendixen, 1991). Both these approaches have
a minimum loss of information.
Chi-squared tests were used in contingency tables to determine whether the
•
rows and columns are independent of one another while the Chi-squared
Goodness-of-fit test was carried out to ascertain whether data has a certain
distribution. Spearman's correlation coefficients were used to ascertain the
relationship between two variables.
···72,
On the parametric data (converted using correspondence analysis) T~tests
were used to test the difference between the means of two populations and
Anova tests were used to test differences among more than twc{)group means.
If Anova tests were found to be significant they were followed by Fischer's
,:~'
test \vnich indicates the direction of the difference. The Mann-Whitney test
, C·r'
was used to test the difference between the means of twG"independent groups
i_tl Study B where data was non ..parametric.
4. Compadson of Studies A and B
The similarities rd differences between the MO studies can be tabulated as
follows!
,.---' ...---- ........~--.......--.,....----,,-------;;_ ......----,
Study A .Study B ('
Completed by ordained ministers only
.
Completed by otdal.ned, probationer ministers
and lay representatives
("J
AIl.kedto identify the most important training
needs of 1l11llliniaterll
Askt'.d to rate own individual training
needs
Asked to rate the importance of each Asked to select the most imporl:af!,~
competency ccmpetencles. u.r-----~--~--------------......~
Futu)'e defined as following five years Future left undefined
All of the results are reported
Questionnaire returned by post
Questionnaires posted in early May
,;~
Only relevant resuJts<are reported as part. or a
wider study ',,"----..-4
Completed qllelltionnaire given to dj8tric~
supervisor of studies
Synods met in early June
The results of the Second questionnaire would thus lend support to the findings of
the first questionnaire. In addition the second questionnaire would. give an
indication of what the laity of the church identify as ministerial training; needs.
Chapter 5 Results'
II
In this chapter the results obtained in Studies A and B are presented and compared
in three sections. The results from Study A ate presented in section one while
section t'NO contains the results of Study B. The final section of the study
compares the results of the two studies ..
To distinguish between competencies and importance. and training factors lower
case letters were used to denote competencies and upper case letters to denote
factors.
Section I: Study A
1. Responseto Questionnaire
Questionnaires were distributed and returned as follows.
Table Z Response Rate
"''I't!'II&e Managm BtstManag~ TQtaJ
J>IIIrk(
Smt Returned ~ S~ Retul'n<d ~ "Ilri!llmd Rd.l~ lletumtd
1. Cape 0(000<1 42 21 so 10 6 eo sz
H"Po
2. OraballlllO'oV:! 34 11 32 8 4 so 36
3. Quee~lO'MI 2S 15 eo 6 2 33 S5
4. Namibia S 0 0 I e 0 0
5. Kill\~rley&. ?.6 9 3S 6 2 33 34
BloolruootQin
6. Northem free 27 13 48 7 $7 SO
State and
Lesotho
7. Nol;d Caulal 37 21 51 9 6 66 57
8. Natl,lWeo\ 36 19 S3 7 <I 51 53
I). South Wootem 48 2(l 42 12 9 7j 48
Tra!I4vaal ,
1O. $O\Ith ~U)m 40 2Z 55 10 4 40 S2
Tl1UI!vaal and
S\Vill:i!and
11. Northem 39 20 52 1(1 6 eo 53
Transvaal and
Oot~W.II.a
12. Clanro~ry ;l4 3 9 0 0 7
TQtaJ :\ 393 174 44 94 41 60 4S
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With the exception of Namibia all the Districts returrted questionnaires.
Wi!}lin districts the total response rate varied between seven and fifty~seven
percent. Overall a response rate of forty-five percent was obtained.
A Two Sample Proportion Test was used to determine whether the
response rate of the average and best managers WUssignificantly different.
At the 0,05 significance level no difference was found.
2. Demographic Details of Respondents
/j
Demographic details obtained from the responde~rs are as follows:
fl
.. Age.
• Length of time in L'1eordained ministry.
" Length of time in secular employment.
" Most senior position ever held within the church.
• Home language.
o Highest qualification in theology.
~ Highest educational qualification.
• Urban or rural situation of the congregation.
• Number of societies that fall under respondent.
• Number of members that fall under respondent.
o District of the respondent (determined from the postmark on the
envelope).
The number of societies and number of church members that fall under the
respondent were not analyzed sinre from the responses it appeared as if
confusion existed concerning the meaning of these questions. They had
been added subsequent to the questionnaire being piloted and Interpretation
of these responses was not adding any value to the study.
.-'~
-'·':\1
Each of the demographic details will be discussed since it is po~-s!bl~that,
although queetlonnaires were sent to all ministers, the results could be
75.
influenced by certain categories being under or over-represented in the
sample of returned questionnaires.
If
')
Table 3 Age of Respondents
40
30
20
10
20-29 40-49
Years
50-59 over 60
.. Best Manager • A\'~r,age Manager
if
Only three ~~rcent of the totAl number of ministers who completed the
questionnaire fell into the age category of 20 - 2 J years. Nearly 70% of
the respondents fall into the age bltegories 40 - 49 and
SO - .59 years.
Table 4 Length of Service of Respondents
50
40
30
20
10
o
5-9 over 15
Years
- Best Manager _ Average Manager
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Table 5 Secular Worldng Experience or Responden~
Percen~35~~~~------'~----~---~----------~------'
30
25
20
15
Years
_.,Best Manager _ Average Manager
Only seven percent of the respondents did not have an;\working
experience in the secular world.
Table (; ?\:fost Senior Position of Respondents
Percent80r-----~~-----------~~------~~----~--~----_,
70
SO
50
40
30
20
10
o
Ii
- Best Manager _ Average Manager
Only thirty-one percent of the respondents were ministers while sixty-one
percent said that they were superintendents.
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Table 7 Race of respondilots
White Black
Race
.. Best Manager • Avera~e Manager
Only twenty-eight percent of the respondents were black. Since, according
to Hartis (Personal Correspondence) 1992) the ratio of black to white :,
mlnlsters is approximately equal.it would appear as if the resultant data
could be skewed in favour of white ministers' perceptions since a greater
percentage of whites returned the questionnaires.
Furthermore of the sixty-three black respondents, forty-eight were
superintendents and they tended to fall within the older group. Among
black respondents, ministers, as distinct from superintendents, were under ..
represented. This could be due to resistance to completing the
questionnaire or some black ministers 'may have cited English as their
home language which would have resulted in their inclusion in the white
group.
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30
20
Certif.iCla~e U Diploma Bachelors
QuaHfication
Masters
c-
.. Best Manager _ Average rvt\lnager
Most of the respondents had either a diploma or a degree in theology.
Table 9 Secular Qualifications ~fRe,~pondents
Percent80~~----------~--------~------'-----~-~----------'
70
60
50
40
Certificate Diploma Bachelors Honours
Qua:'fication
\
Masters
.. Seut Manager • Average Manager
It is noted that only forty-four percent of the respondents have a post-
matriculation qualiflcation outside of theology.
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Table 10 Ge.9~phital Location of C~mgregationor Res~lidents'J .
Area
- Best Manager _ Averf!.ge Manager
Nearly seventy ..flve percent of the respondents minister to an urban
congregation. 1\
2.1 Independence of Demographic Variables
\. Chi-squared test of independence was carried out on
demographic variables. ift order to ascertain which variables are
independent. A 0,05 significance level was used. ,
In .the following table the tests in which the null hypothesis was
rejected is marked "sig" to indicate th~t the two variables. are not
independent of each other.
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0
c,
'table 11 Independence of Demographic Yariables (;'
"
Age Leng~ Work- Senior- Race Thea-
;(jf c ing" ,,ity logi9al
servici!) exper- qUalifi-
"
ience 6ations
,Age ~ig Sig Sig Sig Sig"·.
',' "I-
rJr.!::'(:;\iCLength of Sig Sig Sig Sigservice
Sig
"
Sig . SigWQrking Sig
., experience ,'i
Seniority Sig 5ig Sig Sig Sig
Race Sig Sig Sig Sig
TheQlogical Sig Sig Sig Sig Sig
qualifications >" ..
, ','
'.' SigSecular Sig Sig Sig
qualiticatiollll ....,'
Location ~\j Sig Sig Sig Sig ,.
Secular
qualifi-
\lation
Loca- J
tion
,',
"s'• Ig Sig
Sig Sig
Sig Sig
r r
Sig Sig
I
The following points can be made concerning independence of
demographic variables:
Seniority in church hierarchy, theological qualifications and
length of service are not independent of all other
demographic variables.
Age is not independent of length of service, wor~:ing
experience, seniority ~race and theological qualificaticns,
Werking experience is not independent of age, length of
service, seniority and theological qualifications.
Race is not independent of age, length of service, working
experience, seniority, theological and secular qualifications
and location.
Secular qualifications and location are both not independent
of length of service. seniority, race and theological
qualifications.
3. Comparison b~tween 'Coo4 am1Average Managers
T-tests 'were carde.d: out on the demographic variables of th~best as(, .. .. .. ,...... _.... ,. 11
'.' . '. . '. G', . /1 .' 'compared to the average managers: This was done in order te' ascertain
Whether any demographic varIable, is a predictor of perceived n~.illagerial
ability. If so it may require special consideratlon when developing"
o
managerial training programmesfor ministers ..The rest: managers were
foo,nd to have a longer length of servlce than the ayer~~ m~agers at a
0,05 Significance fevel. ,No other Significant differenceS' W~re found
between the two groups. This means that age, previous'working
experience, seniority within the church, theological .and secular
qualifications, race and geographical location of the church have no
slgnlficantimpact on whether a minister is perceived, by his' bishop, to bS
.'! .. .. '.~) .. \}
a good manager or not.
4. Importance of the CompetencieS
4.1 Competencies Ranked in Terms of Imporwlce !)
In order to convert ordinal into interval data the scores 9,11each
competency were rescaled using cor,respondence Analysis
(Bendixen, 1991), TIle scores for each competency were
individually summed for allthe respondents, averaged and
(;on~rted to a percentage of importance. This is presented
overleaf in descending order of importance.
('j
Table 12 Cmnpetencies Ranked in Terms of Importance
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Ccmperency Percentage
importance
Presentation skills (preaching, teaching and eYllJ)gelism). 91
89
139
87 !>.,-
87
87
81
87
86
85
84
84
83
78
/lCoaching, motivation and leadership,
Fin~ing the right person for the job.
Interpersonal conflict handling and negotiation skills,
Interpersonal skills.
. "
Management skills,
Self management.
Self knowledge.
Team work skills.
Skills to determine the needs of the wider community.
Theological understanding.
Diversity acceptance skills.
Intellectual skills.
Running of meetings skills.
Worship leading skills,
78
78
Administration skills.
Training-needs analysis.
77
77
Psychological knowledge. 75
14Understanding and applying how adults and children learn.
Persuaaion skills.t---------------------- ........----h------- - .'_',,,,,
Writing skills.
T'
Bookkeeping skills. 65 c.'
60
54
Computer literacy,
Equipment operating skills.
4.2 Comparison between Good and Av¢rage Manager~
,OJ. . ~
T-tests were performed all the rating of the competencies by good
and average managers. Afthe 0,05 significance level only the
following two differences were significant.
Computer literacy ...the best managers consider it to be less
important than do the average managers.
"Intellectual skills - the best managers rate these higher than do
average managers.
4.3 Factor Analysis of Impor~~ce
\:\
\I
i\
\
When factor analysis is used ili\re are two techniques to assist in
\\ '.
the selection of the number of fae·tors to be retai~'ed. The first is
the Keiser criterion which suggests that the numb: \~f factors is
equal to the number of Eigen vectors greater than one
(Bendixon, 1991). The other, which is the method adopted in this
report, is to retain the number of factors equivalent to the number
(~\
of the factor on the scree plot where the curve on t\~lplot flatte.'ls
out, plus one. This method yielded four factors. For a copy of
the Eigen vectors and the graph of the Scree.test please refer to
Appendix D.
I,
Factor loadings above 0,5 were accepted to define the factors.
o ~
Items. which loaded fairly high but fell below 075 are given f(.~t)
Table 13 Community Orieniation Factor Loadings
.
0.64
o
84.
}
Competency Factor 19ading
.Skills to determine the needs of the wider community
,Interpersonal confliot handling and negotiation skills 0,70
.' Diversity acoep:anoe skills . "
\,V. , 0,"' ~.'I
InterpetsQnal skills 0.•<5.9.,"I--.;_.._---- .......---_,_ .......~ ...:., ....-'+------.-.;;.,.,.;.....; .,_'--------I
~~.r'
0.57Church aUd community understanding .
Perseaslon skills Ii 0.51
Psychological knowledge 0.47
Coachi~otivation and leadership
~unning of me(tings skills
0.45
0.39
c
Presentation skills (preaching, teaching.and evangelism) 0.39
0.38Management skills . '~--~--------~----------~---------~--~----~----------~!--,--~
Table 14 Administration Factor Loadings
')
competency ,n Factol' loading
Bookk&-ping skills, 0.75.--------------------------h-------~~--------~
Equipment operating skills: O.~,\~~~--~--~~------~.----"--~----~-------+------------~--------~
0.72Administration skills.
Computer literacy. 0.70- _,
Running of meetings skills. 0.42
Table ts ManagelUent of Self and Others Factor.Loading§"
0.76
Competency Factor loading
", Self knowledge It 0.76
Self management
Finding the right person for the job 0.61~--~--~~------~----~----~~~---------
Team work skills ". - 0.57~~~~~.---~~~~~----------~----~,
Management !lIDlIll '0.55
COMhing, motivation and} :;adership 0..45~~~~~~~~~--~------------~--,~~~-----------.
Intetpetsonfllllkilis 0.45
Intellectual skills _IL 0.42
_,~
Table 16 Preacl,dng and Teaching Factor Loadings
"Competency
the.-,logicfll understanding
!/WOlship 1~dJ....:ng;..s_kill_·_s .,..,- -t-~ ,;..... O_.6_7 --I
'"
W11ting sla, \, Ii 0.61
~,__.. ---- ~.r ..__ .......-----------------t-~~----.........----~""{
Understanding Md applying how adults and.children learn 0.55--------r----------------~--~
Presentation skills (preaching, teaching and evangelism) 0.52~~-~--~----r-~--~--------~~--_4
'~Training needs Malysis 0.50
0.69
team work skills ~j.~.__ ~,~<~) -- ~~----~----O-.4-2--~----~
0.41Psychological knowledge
If factor loadings above 0.4 are accepted all the' .competencies loaded onto' a factor.
Thisct:an be readily seen in the table overleaf.
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Table 17 Importance Factors and Their Loadings
Communlty MMnagemem l'readtlng
Oriftlbtioll Admhi.I.Ilrllllllll "fSdhnd IIIIdOthen 're.cbIng
Adl1iinjs~rt,'ionskills. I( 0,72
I"""__""'__
Boo;dfuel'ing skills 0.75
Church lind community 0.51
understa::lding
Coaching, ma~vation IUId 0.45 0.45
leadershi?
Skills to determine the needs 0.70
(if the wider community.
Computer literll~Y. 0.70
Diversity acceptance skills, 0.64
Equipment operating skills. 0.74
Finding the right person fot 0.61
the job.
1---'
Intellectual skills. 0.42
Interpersonal conflict handling 0.10
and negotiation skills.
Interpersonal skills. e.so 0.45
Management skills 0.38 0.55
Running of meetings skills. .', 0.39 0.42
Persuasion skills. 0.51
f-.
Presentation skills (preaching, 0.39 0.52
teaching IUIdevangelism).
Psychological knowledge. 0.47 0.41
Self knowledge. 0.76
Self management 0.76
Team work skills. 0.57 0.42
Theological understanding. 0.69
Training needs analysis skills 0.50
Understanding and applying 0.55
how adults an" children learn.
Worship leading skills. 0.67-----
Writhlg skills. 0.64
86.
87.
L
Importance Factol'i~ ranh:ed in1iorder of Importance
,
To determine which importance factors are the most important the
ave"age importance of the comt'etet1cies which loaded onto each,
factor with a loadinl~ above O.~;was calculated The importance
factors are given below in deCf(:asing order of importance.
1 ~
II
t t ji
Most of the comp,etencles Joadd~ onto one factl)t f 'ily. Exceptions
1 ','.
1J
to this ar,e coaching, motivatio~land leadership .., interpersonal slOlls
1
arid management skills which Id;aded onto Community Orientation ""
and Marl~~ement of Self and dlmrs. Rurining of meetings skills
{,,: . ',. ,,~~.. ".......... ii . j!
loaded onto Community Oriet1t~ltion, Administll!ation and Preaching
'C', "
and Tealchi!~g. Persuasion SIqlH:l, presentatior; skills and
psychological knowledge all l'oaded onto. Cornmunlty Orientation
/?". . ....:
and Pr,~aching and Teaching"
H Y
87
Fadoll' Percentage
Loadirdg Importance
;;;,_-+-...,;;_-----I
Self knowledge .... 0.76 86-.....f.--....------I
Self management 0.76 87
~-------------- ..........- ...---,_I_--- .........,...- .....f.-------" ....
Finding the right person for the job 0.61
Team work skills ii 0.57 85
87
t :::432~~~ --l ~ ~
, Management skills 0.55
Average importance == 86 %
Table 19 Community Orien~tion: Averagl,1Imtl0rtance
Factor'
LoalJing
Competency
0,70 - 84Skills to determine the needs of the wider
community
..-
0:70 87Interpersonal conflict handling and negotlatlon
skills_________.----~------,~--~--h---~.--~~--------_4,
Diversity acceptance skills 0.(54 83~--~~~~----------~.~------~----.~--~------.--~
Interpersonal skills 0.(50 87
Church and cornmufi.ity understanding 0.!)7 89~----~~--~~----~--------~
0,:)1 73
t ~503
Persuasion skills
~----------.------------~-------~-----~----~--------.~
Average importance =:. 84%
I:"
Table 20 Preaching and Teaching: Average Im.wrtan~~
r-----~-------------------------~--~----~----------Fa~:tor Percentage
1- ....- -.:L---_.......&....- .....L_G....a,I...~_in_=g~___4-lm--·::..po-r-tan--c--e_l
\\Theological understanding 0, p9 , 84r-__...,.~~--~------=--------....-----~----~~-----------
Worship leading skills 0.67 I;
Competency
78
Writing skHls 0..64 71
Understanding and applying how adults and 0.S5
. children learn
74
I Presentation skills (preaching) teaching and
evangelism)
0.52 91
Training needs analysis 0.50 77
}; = 475
Average Importance ::: 79 %
88.
,I
Ci
89.
Table 21 Adnlinistration: Average Importance
Factor Percentage
Loading lrpportance
Bookk~eping skills . 0.75 65~~------,~--------.-----,--~------~----~--~--------~}3quiptnent operadng skills 0.74 54~~~--~--~~--~---------------r--------~-------'---~Administration skills 0.72 77r-~----~------~--------------~--------~~------~0.70. 60'
}; :.= 246
Computer literacy
Average importance = ~%
4.5, CODlparisc-n between Good amlAverage Managers
T~tests were performed' on the faq.tor Idadings between the best and
average managers to ascertain whether the groups1:'differed in. their
ide11tification of impql1¥,Ce factors. At the 0.05 significance lev;I
./ \] "
no significant difference was fQlmd. (i
,;)4,6 '0 Relationship between Factors and Demogl'~phics
.: i ~ ,
Anova tests were run within each' of 'the demographic v:cfriables for
each factor to determine whether the meanswithin '~ach
j,/
demographic group were the same. A 0,05 significance level was
t)
used.
Anova and Fischer's post-hoc test are dependent em the size of the
sample and it is possible that if larger samples had been obtained
.Y
more significant differen(:es would have been recorded.
If the results of Anova were found to be Significant Fische(s
post-hoc test was ~sed to ascertiin the direction of the difference.
Once again a 0,95 significance level was used.
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o Results obtained are presented in the foHowinc:, table in which the notation "sig" is
used to indicate that the null hypothesis was rejected and that there is a significant
relationship between the two variables.
()
Table 22 Relationship between ImpOrtance Factors and Demographics //
"
Secular working
experieMe --f-
Sig
'.'
.,
Big Sig Sig
Sig Si~
"
,
DenlOgl'aphle Community Administratlon M.n."Iagementot Preaching and
Variable Od~nta~()n ~f '1dI.,~Cjl~~rs ,-Teathing1--------+------1--- --.........I "(f \~~m_iAge (J , "8,
pc, ':.{'H...,~".i:.t. __ ..................-t
/c' Si~' b~([L
.....................----+- -------1----- ..".........--------,..1<]---,---""',., ..Length of Ilervice
(I
Most senior position
Race
Theulogical
Qualifications
Secular
Qualification~------------~--------*-.--------,-+------~--.-#----------~(1eographjoQ)
Location
Sig Sig il • IISig
Community Orienltation
It was found that white respondents perceive this factor to be more
important than do blacks.
Ministers whose congregations are situated in urban areas perceive
Community Orientation to be more important thaa do those who
minister to a rural congregation.
Administration
White ministers \~rceive Administrative skills to be more important
than do their black<~ounterparts.
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Ministers who have a Bachelors, Honours or Masters degree in
theology perceive Administration to be significantly more important
than do those who have a Diploma in theology.
Ministers with a Bachelors or Masters degree in theology irate
Administration significantly more HnpOr®1t than do those ministers
with a certificate,
Ministers ~ho minister to an urban congregation perceive
AdminishatiCl'h to be significantly more important than do those
whose congregations are situated. in rural areas.
Management of Se!f and Others
Both ministers who have been in the ministry longer than fifteen
years and. those wh,')·have less than four years of service perceive
Management of Self and Others to be mote important than do those
who have been in the ministry for between five and nine years.
The ministers who have held or do hold the position of Bishop
perceive Management of Self and Others to he significantly more
important than do superintendents or ministers.
Management of Self and Others was also afforded more importance
by white ministers while ministers with Bachelors, Honours or
Masters degrees in theology rate this factor as more important than
de; 'those with a Diploma and ministers with a Bachelors or
Honours degree rate it more important than do tt,~ ministers, with a
certificate.
In general therefore) ministers with university qualifications in
theology tend to rate Management of Self and Others as being more
important than do those with theological qualifications attained at a
college.
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Ministers who serve an urban congregation rate Management of
Self and Others as being signiflcantly more important than do those
who serve a rural congregatlon;'
Teaching and Preaching
At the 0,05 significance level no significant differences Were found
within any of the demographic variables for the factor Teaching
and Preaching. Demographic grouping does not therefore exert
any inflUence on the perceived importance of this factor.
General
It is intetesting to note that race and geographi~ locality of the
congregation have the most significant impact on ministers!
perceptions of the importance of the competencies.
'i G.;'
The largest differenc~ is related to the factor Management of Self
and Others where ministers' perceptions of its importance differ
depending on their length of service, seniority in the church
hierarchy, race, theological qualifications and geographic locality of
the congregation.
Age. secular experience and secular qualifications have no
\",
significant impact oil ministers' ratings of any of the factors.
It must be remembered that some of the differences may be
artifacts due to the higher number of White, graduate, older
ministers in urban areas who responded to the questionnaire.
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5. Training Needs
5.1 Competencies Ranked in Terms'of Training Needs' 11
Following rescaling based on correspondence analysis
(Bendixon, 1991) of the data concerning training needs, the scores
for each competency Vlere individually summed 10r all the
respondents. They vjere then averaged and converted to a
percentage of perceived training need. These results, which are
presented under Method I below in descending order of
importance, were used to compare the perceived importance of the
competencies with perceived training needs. o
An alternative to the above method of determining the relative
rating of training needs is to add the responses of the categories
"no need for training" to "very little need"; and to add the
responses "need for training If, "great need for 'training" 'and "very
great need" together, i.e. collapsing the five categories into two
categories. This yields a dichotomous result which can then be
converted into a percentage. This method was used to make a
comparison between Study A <andStudy B since in the latter study a
dichotomous answering system Was used. The results from this
method are presented under Method II overleaf.
Table. 23 Competexldes Ranked in Terms of Training Needs
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'Method I
Training N~ds .in Percent
Metbod II
Understanding and applying It()W adults
and children learn
;
lnterperoonal conflict handling and
negotiation skills
Skills to determine tlte needs of the
wider community
90
o 88Coaching, motivation and leadership
86
83
87 82
Church and community understanding
Psychological knowledge
85
84
79
78
75
Management skills 83
83
75
75
Team work skills
.
Finding the right pe~n for the job
83
82
72
72
.,
'- Diversity AcceptrulCe skills
Intellectual skills
82 71
80 70
Computer literacy
Persuasion skills
80 70
7~ 69
Theological understanding 81 69r---~~--------~---.------~------~--~--~4--------~-----~
Self management 80
Presentation skills (prea()hi~~1 tl;aching 80
and evangelism)
_ 1'1Worship leadin~f-lki_,·1l_,s -+ _;:8:.:;0 ~ ~~_
Self knowledge 78 65
69
69
Administration skills
Writing skills 75 59
72 ,;,_ S3
Running of meetings skills 69 48
Bookkeeping skills 64 41,_-__;;......;;;-------------~....,...----:..:..........J_---_ r-,- --____1
Equipment operating skills 59 35
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The correlation coefficient between the results 'Of the two methods
was 0.98 using Spearman's rho indicating that there was minimal,
difference between the methods used.
5.2 CO,lIlparison between Good and AVoragWManagers fQr
Individual Competencies \ ;!~
'~;;:;~,~. //1
\\~==0'1
T..tests were performed to compare the training ;ibeds Identified by
:,'/
good and average managers. At the ninety ..five percent Significance
level only the following three differences were Significant.
Administration skills - the average ministers perceive a greater
need for training than do the best managers.
Writing skills • the average managers want more training than do
d'
the best managers.
()
Skills to determine the needs of the community - the best
managers want more training than do the average managers.
5.3 Factor Analysis of Training Needs
Factor analysis was carried out on the ratings of the perceived
n
training needs. Based on a scree test, and to keep the number of
training factors the same as the number of importance factors, a
four factor solution was selected. For 11 copy of the Bigen vectors
and the graph of the Scree test refer to Appendix E.
Factor loadings above 0.5 were accepted to define the factors,
Although the items in each training needs factor are not identical to
those found in the importance factors, there is a lar~~ d~gree of
correspondence. The correspondence was considered large enough
to allow for the same factor names to be used in some cases
" Factor loading~which approached but fell below 0.5 are given for
'ipterest. The training needs factors are as follows;
Table 24 Community Orientation Facto.;~Loadings
H
,.,-;,-Y
/;~
->
.---.......------------__,_..:;,/""' -----------..-........,;._ ......._----.
~jC()rnpetency (( Faewr Loading~~----~--------------~--~~~----------------~--~'------,~~~
lnterpel'SOnal conflict handling and negotiation ~kil1a O.7!)
Coaching, motivation and leadership , !)" 0,71
Management skills
Interpersonal skills 0.67
0,62
Fit\ding the right person for the job 0.62
Persuasion skiU$
"'"7"":;_i
Self mlUlagement
0.64
0.53
Skills to detemlinc the needs of the wider community
Church and cOl11munity understanding
0.52
0.45
0.45
Self knowledge 0.41
~R_u_nn_i_ng_of_m_~_~ti~ng_s_~_'ki_·l~\s ~ ~ • ~I,~' ~_,~' ---O-.3-9~-- __ ~
11-''8;~r
\ '- ~r,'(
,~!;;,:/
Table 25 Administration Factor Lo~idings
Competency
Bookkeeping skills
Facto!' Loading
0,78
Equipment operating skills 0,74
Computer literacy 0;72
Administfation skills
Running of meetings skills ;v
F ·,"~==='-i "=
Intellectual skills If t);45
.....~anagement skills ------, -------j jt-r-.......----J.------O..,;....45---,,-,.:....-.I.... , ) '~ :/',;;;_- ...L... .:...... __ ...:..:...--.l
(i
0,70
0,52
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Table 26 Social Sciel1ces Factor Loadings
\)
C,.n1peteney Factor Loading~.----------------~~:~~~----------------~+---------~~~
Psychological know}¢(ige skills '0,77
Understanding and applying how adults and children learn 0,76
Training-needs analysis 0,68~--~------~------------------.--------~~~----~----.~
Skill!l to determine the needs of the wider community 0,53
0,39Diversity a¢ceptance
Table 21 Professional-Ministerial Skills Factor LQadings
:FatCt(l1:'Loading:_~l-- ","""" ..
0,73Worship leading: skills
"Presentation skills (preaching, teaching and evangelism) 0;69
Competency
Team work skills 0,65
Self knowledge 0,58~---~~--- .....~----......--~-------.-----.....-------~------~----.--~
Writing skills
$elf'rtlanagement
Theol<>gicl1!understanding
Church and community ,~.!;.;.f._:le_rs_tan__ d_ill.::.g -I-'_"__ ;':__ ~
Diversity acceptance skills
Finding the right person for the job
. ~.
If a factor loading above 0.4 ~saccepted alithe skills loa9~~ o11toa factor, This"
\'
can be readily seen in the table overleaf.
Table 28 'Training Factors and Their Loadings
98,
~~.------------~~--------~--------~r---------'-----------'
0.45
0.72
Social
Sciences
COItt'Uumty
Orientation
Administra~
tion
Professional
Ministerial
Administration skills 0.40,70
Bookkeeping skills 0,78
Charch and community
understanding
0.47
Coaching, motivation and
leadel'6hip
0.71
Skills to determine the needs of
the wider community
0.52 0.53
i'
Computer literacy
Diversity acceptance skills 0.41
, i
Equipment operating !11cills
0.39
Finding the right person for the
job
r.;
0.74
0.62
0.45
0.75
0.67
0.62 OA5
0.39 0.52
0.64
Intellectual skills
Interp¢rsollm conflict handling
and negotiation skills
0.44
Interpersonal skills
Management skills
Running of meetings skills ,
Persuasion skills1-----------II--------+~---........._+_-----_4---,----- ...,'a '~
0.6~Presentation skills (preaching,
teaching and evangelism)
0.40
Psychological knowledge Q.77
Self knowledge 0.580.41
Self management 0.53 0.56
0.65Team work skills 0.45
Theological understanding 0.S1
Training-needs analysis skills 0.68
Understanding and applying
how adults and children learn
0.76
Worship leading skills 0.73
0,57Writing skills
5.4 Training Factors Ranked in Terms of Training Needs
To de~~rrnine which factors are the most important the average
Importance of each training factor was calculated. Thls'was done
by averaging the training needs that had a loading greater than 0.5
for each training factor. The results from Method 1were used for
the training need. The training factors are given below in
decreasing order of perceived need.
Tsble 29 Social Sciences : Average Training Need
Competency Factor
Loading
Percentage
Importance
84Psychological knowledge skills 0.77
840.76Understanding and applying how adults and
children learn
I--- .........---........-----...,....---.......------il---- ---+--~--.."
Training-needs analysis 0.68 87~.~--~------~-----------------~------~~---------~
Skills to determine the needs of the wider 0.53 \\ 9Q
1 community /. li ==345
Averag, importance ==86%
Table 30 Community Ol'ientati~~ : Average Trainblg Need
1\r-----~--------~~~--------'----~~~fr___~~--------~
Competency Factor Percentage'
~oading Importance
0.75Interpersonal conflict handling and negotiation
skills
90
~--------------------------------~--------~------.--~
Coaching, moHvation a.'1dleadet~,_hl~·p _I_---O-.-7-1-__+---8-8-...-_I
Interpersonal skills 0.67 83
Management skills - ~';62 ',\ 83----------------~----~--~~~~---+----~--~
Finding the right person for the job 0.62 82
Persuasion skills ; 0.64 79
Self management 0.53 80 <:'1
!; == 858£1
Average importance ==,84%
99.
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_-_ ........._ .......... -....~-<"_...,.....,'I ..........__ ,,...-- __ --r_..... ..-
Factor Pere .:~~ge
Loading Ilnporf:ance
WOl'ship'leading ,akins 0.73 80>~--~~~--~--~----------------~--------~~----,--~.
Presentation skllls (preaching, teachingand 0.69 80
evangelism) ,',
Team work skills 0.65 83
Self knowledge 0.58 78
Writi!,g skills 0.57........-""!i,..;;;-----------------t-------~-,~-"'"""-"l
Self rsanagemen; 0.56 .',
7S
80
Theological understanding 0.51 81
t;::: S57----,--,--------------------------~------~~--------~
Averag~Importance « 80%
Table :'\2 Administration: Average Training Need
...--_. ~--- .........- ........, .... ...\;---i--...,
Factor Percent:age
Loading Import-once~-----------------------~--~--~--------~-----------Boc:..k\~eping skills 0.7S 64H----~~~---- , ;_--------_+------.--~
Equipment operating skills 0.74 59-------------------~----------~--~--~-__,
compu~!-h-·te-r-ac~y~----..-.-----~~----~---~0-.7-2---._r----8-0--__,iAdrnlnl,tiation skills 0,70 72
Competency
. Runnin.~of meetings skills 0.52 69
l I; ;:::344-,- .,J,...,..,. ....L-- __ ~___.
AverageImportance;:::69%
5.5 Comparison between Good and Average Managers in Terms of
Training Needs
r~testswere performed on the factor loadings to comparethe best
and average managers in order to ascertain whether any
discrepancy exists between the two groups regarding the factors in
which they perceive they require training. At the 0,05 significance
level the average managers consider that they requlre more training
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in the factor of Social Sciences than do the best managers. The best
and average managers perceptions of their own training needs are
therefore largely congruous.
5.6 .,Re)atiollship betwefn Factors and Demographics
Anova tests were run within each of the demographic variables for
each factor in order to determine whether the means for each group
were equal. A ninety-five percent Significance .level was selected.
If the results of the AnO'!8 test were found \:0 t,e Significant
Fischer's pist-hoc test was used to ascertain t1il,e direction of the
difference. A ninety-five percent significance level was used for
Fischer's test.
'fable 33 Relationst:aip between Training Factors and Demographics
Denlographic Val'iable SOcialSciences
Ptores.sional
-Ministerial
Age Sig
Community Admhtistrll-
Ol'ientatioll tion
Length of Service Sig
Secular Working Experience
Most Senior Position
Race Sig Sig
;_',
Sig
Sig Sig
Sig
Sig
Theological Qua1ifil~ation
Secular .QualificRtiotl
Geographicall.ocation
In the above table "sig" is used to indicate rejectlon of the null hypothesis, In
such a situation there is a significant relationship between the two variables.
Community Orientation
No significant difference W4.>J found among any of the
demographic variables for the factor Community Orientation. The
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demographic grouping of respondents thus had no Impact on tile
perceived need for training in this factor,
Administration
Ministers aged from thirty to thirty-nine and forty to forty-nine
years indicated a significantly greater need for training in
Administration than did the ministers aged from fifty to fifty-nine
years.
"
The age group twenty to twenty-nine years felt they had the
greatest need for training in Adminlstratlon, If this group had been
bigger a significant difference may have been obtained in
comparison to the age group of flfty to fifty-nine years, A general
trend was noted which lndlcates that with. increasing age of the
\~~-:.) . . , , ," <>~
minister, perceived need for training in this factor de¢.l'eases,
Itwas found that!)white ministers want training in Administration
significantly more than do black ministers.
-"Ministers holding a Bachelors, Honours or Masters degree in
theology want significantly mote training in Admlnlstratlon than do
those ministers who have a diploma or certificate in theology.
Ministers who have secular qualifications of a diploma or Bachelors
degree perceive a.greater need for training in Administration than
do those with no secular quallfications,
o
Ministers in urban settings indicate a significantly greater need for
training in Administration than do those who minister to rural
congregations.
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Social Scl.ences
Ministers who have over fifteen years of servlce and those who
have between five and nine years of service perceive that they
require $iJ~nificantlymore training in this factor than do those who
have less than four years or between ten and fifteen years of
service.
Whites reported a greater need for training in the factor of Social
Sciences than do b!~'lk ministers.
Sighificantly more ministers who have a Masters degree in theology
feel that tl~eyneed training in this factor than do those who have a
diploma in theology as is also the case with those who have an
Honours degree in theology in comparison to those witha G:iploma
or certificate in theology.
In general there is a greater need among th~' university graduates
for training in. the factor of Social Sciences than exists among the
college graduates.
Professional~Minist.erial
Whites perceive a significantly greater need for Professlcnal,
Ministerial training 'that1 do black ministers.
General
The greatest differences pertaining to training needs within the
Methodist Church appear to be related to race with whites in
general indicating a great~r need for training than do blacks.
Secular working experience <!hd seniority within t!le church have! no
significant impact on the training needs of ministers.
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It must b~ remembered that some of these differences may be
artifacts due to the high~r number of white, graduate, older
ministers in urban areas.
6. Intra-Competency Comparison between Importance and Training
.r\_
-I) Needs
"'Spearman's correlation was carried out on the importance of the skills
and the traifiing needs to detennlne whether there was a difference in the
way ministers rated the importance of the skills and their training needs.
A correlation of 0.48 was obtained which, at the 0.05 significance level
with a sample size of twenty ...tlve. items, shows that ministers are likely to.
rate as hi1portartt the same i!kiUi; as they require training ln.
t.'
\\
1\
II.1
(/
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Table 34 Intra-Competency Comparison between Importance and Training
Needs
Competencies
Writing SkiUs
Administration Skills
Importance 'I'rltJning Needs
77 72
65 ~64
89 85
89 88
'::g4 \~90
60 80
83 82
$4 59
(:'
::-,'
87 82
,
78 SO
87 90
87 c> 83
87 83
78 69 ,:
i3 79
91 80
7S 84
86 78
~,
87 80
85 '33
84 81
.' --77 S'7
c·,
n
74 ,6,5
(>
78 80
71 75 ,
Church & Community Ui1d~retanding
Coaching, Motivation &, Leadership
'.;'
Skills to de~l'Jl'Iine the Ne¢ds of the Community
Computer, Literacy
Diversity AccepUmce Skills
Equipment Operating Skills
Finding the Right Person for the Job
Intellectual Slcills ,
Interpersonal Conflict Handling and Negotiation Skills
InterpersQnal Skilla
Management Skills
Running of Meetings Skills
Persuasion Skills
Presentation Skills (Preaching, Teaching and Evangellsm)
Psychological Knowledge
Self Knowledge
Self Management
Theological Understanding
Training-needs Analysis i)~------....~--~--------....-4----~----~
Understanding and A})plying How A'iults AndChildren
Jearn
Worship Leading S!t)l1s
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7. Qualitative Responses to the Questi()nnair~
In order to get the respondents to consider the future they were asked to
think of the great social, economic, political and legislative changes that
South Africa is undergoing and wHl undergo over the next ten years and
were then asked to note the most likely important changes that will occur
in their job.
Only one hundred and sixty of the two hundred and twenty-one
respondents answered this question with most of their responses being very
superficial. They are summarised in Appendix F for interest.
As a check on tb~competencies that had been identified ministers were
asked to note any managerial competencies not on the list that they think
will be important over the next five years or that they think they will
require ttainingin, No new competencies were identified.
Section n: Study B
1. Demographic Details of th~'Resp{)ndents
Demographic data collected were:
• Whethel'\)the respondent was a lay person, a probationer or all
ordained minister.
• Age.
• Home language.
• Gender."
In total the resuJts from five hu~pred and nine respondents who completed
questionnaires were accepted. This comprised ol)~ hundred and eighty
',)
ordained ministers, fifty-three probationer ministers and two hundred and
seventy-one laity.
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Table 35 Age of Respondents
Peroent60~----------1~------~----------·----------·--------~
40
30
20
10
o
20-29 30-39 40-49 50-59
Age in Years
over 60
_ Ordained Minister ~ Probationer Minieter 0 Lay Person
'II
Table 36 Race of Respondents
Percent100~--'-------------~----~------------------~-------~
80
60
40
20
o
White Black
Race
- Ordained Minister IJf.@J P'~obatloner Minister CJ Lay Person
r
'J
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Table 37 Gender of Respondents
Peroent100~------------------~----~~~----~~--------~·
80
60
40
20
o
Male Female
Gender
.. Ordained Mitlieter ~ Probationer Minister 0 Lay Person
2. CompetenCies Ranked in terms ot Training Needs
{:)
For each occupationalcategory the scores for each competency were
summed and converted to a percentage.
Table 38 Competencies Ranked in terms of Ti'aining Needs in Peux.nt
~ __ ~ii~ ~ ~ ------~
Occup~tlon
competency Ordained Probs- Lay
Minister tioner Person
Minister
Presentation skills ~ preaching, 69 72 68
teachil'ig aIld evangelism
Interpersonal conflict handling and 58 58 56
rtegotiation
Coaching, motiv!lti"11and leadershlp 52 47, 54
skills ~ .....
Church and Qoi,Jinunity 50 38 55
understandirtg
Theological understanding 56 51 48
SkiUs to determine the nwi~ of the 47 51 51
community
\! leading sicilia 40Worohip 50 47
Man,a~ement skills 52 42 41
Finding the right ~lWn for the job 40 26 48
Team work llkills 34 55 42
Administration skills 36 45 40
Diversity acceptanc:~skills (cross 34 43 31
culture)
Interpersonal skills 31 30 27
Running of meetings lllciHs 23 21 31
Self management 27 15 27
Psychological knowledge
c:
19 23 23
UndetfJtanding and applyjng how 14 19 18
adults and children learn
S",}f-kn()wledge 17 25 13
Training-needs analysis 14 17 15
Intellectual skills 11 21 11
Bookkeeping skills 8 13 11
Persuasion skills I,! 12 8 9
-:
Computer literacy 12 13 6
Writing skills 4 9 4
Equipment operating skills 3 4 2
n = 180 53' 271
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3. Comparison between the Ratings ofJmportance of Ministers,
Prebatloners and Laity
A Chi-squared goodness of fit test was used to determine wheth~r the
results from the ordained ministers, probationer ministers and laity have
.\
similar distributions, At the 0,05 significance •level the only difference was
for the competency rmding the right person for the job, where ordained
ministers and laity differed significantly from probationer ministers. This
may reflect probationer ministers' lack of knowledge regarding the need
for delegation.
(I
Spearrntitl's correlation was carried out comparing the ratings of the laity
and the ordained ministers in order to determine whether the two groups
.,
viewed the impdrtance' of the cornpetencies similarly. A correlation of
0,95 was obtained which at the 0,05 significance level)~With a sample size
of twenty-five items, shows that the perceptions of ministerial training
needs are the same for ministers and laity. c;
(,
(/
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Section UI~ Comparison between Results of Study A and B
()
1. Demographic Details
Ii
I~ I
The only demographic details thatboth StUay A and B have in co,1on for
ordained ministers is ag~an<! rs/;e'4f the respondent Both of !hese!will be
compared. I
Table 3' Age of Respondents
Peroeni
40
30
20
10
o
_ Study A _ Study B
The age profiles of the two samples are very similar.
'\\
Table 40 'ltace -ofRespondents
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o
o
o.____
White Black
Race
_ Study A - Study B
.,~
Overall in both studies there ~ere more whites thl~'blaCks.
2. Training Needs
, 0 ij
The rank ordei\ training needs as Identified.by ordained ministers and laity
from Study A and B are presented overleaf. (>
I,
"
Table 41 Comparison of Rank Order of Tr$inkn~1 Needs between,Study
A anilB i
Interper£l(!nal cOnflict handling and
n¢gotiation skills
j
Skills to determine the net!lIlsof the
wider community ,
,-.,11'"
Ra'1lk Order tif Trainl!!a N000s
Ordlline~ Ordained' Lalty
Ministers Ministers Study:B
Study It. Study B
1.5 2 2
1.5 8 5
,.
3 4.5 4
4 \\ 18.5 18
5 6.5 ~
6 18.5 17 ,
8 16 16
~\;.
',S 4.5! ' 1<)
8 13 14.5
ii
10.5 11.5 9
1().5 9 6.5
12 11.5 12i~
13.5 22 20:~
13.5 20.5 23
15.5 20.5 22
15.5 3 6.•5
15.5 14 14.5
15.5 1 1
19 6.5 8
20 17 19
21 24 24
22 10 11
23 15 12.5
24
','
23 20.$
25 25 25
Coaching, motivation and leademhip
Training needs analysis
Church and community understanu.,lg
Understanding and applyin$ how adults
and children Iearn
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Psychological !mowledge
Management skill"
Interpersonal "kill",
Team work skills
Finding £ile right person for the job
Diversity acceptance skills
Intellectual skills
Computer l1teracy
Persuasion skills
Self management
Theological understanding---- ------4-----------4-----------~--~~--~~
Presentation skills (preaching. teaching
and evangelism)
Worship leading skills'
Self knowledge
Writing skills
Running of meetir.gs skill s--------~--------_41----------~--~~--~
Bookkeeping skills_,~---------~~----------~~--------~~--------~
Administration skills
Equipment operating skills
A Gpe.a'01al!'s correlation was carried out on the training needs as
identified by ordained ministers and laity of Study A and J,:l, to
ascertain whether their ranking of the skills was the same, The
following correlation coefficients were obtained:
Table 42 Correlation of Results Between Study A and B
Study B
Ordained '
Minist~rs
Study A
Ordained
Minlswrs
0.43
Study B
Ordained
Millst,ers
Study A
Ordained
Mmisters
0,43
Study B
Lalty
0,48
0.48 0.95
All the above correlations with a samp'la size of twenty"five items
are significantly similar at the 0,05 signlftcance level.
()
a
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Chapter 6 .. Discussion of' :Resulu;
In this chapter the results will be discussed in the same. order as they were
previously presented. Th~efore Study A win be discussed first, followed by
))
Study B and finally the w/o studies Will be compared.
1. Study A
1.1 Respo~ to Questl~IUIlIi!"t»> "\1
, il
The forty percent response rate is higY!since, according to
II
Emory and Cooper (1985)J a thirty g'tr:cent respon~crate is to be
expected from postal-type ques~(.mt'ait~s. A good response rate
was obtained front>most of th~' districts. The fact that the
.;\
ministers bad to send the questionnaires back to their bishops
'.
Illay have contributed to the high response rate. Although it
\'
appears that the best managers had a higher response rate than
the average managers this was not statistically signifi~pt
Cj
('1'•able 2), jii./
1.2 T.mpol'tanceof the Competencies
1.2.1 Scope o(,.~beCompetencies
All the competencies that were included in the
questionnaire were seen to be important (Tabl~J2) and
no further managerial competencies were identified by
respondents. This shows that the competencies identified
o116.
comprehensively cover all managerial tasks contained
within the job of a mini'~ter. o
:!'
i· f
1.2.2 Competen.cies Ranked Ul Tel'UlS of Jmportal\ce
The competency which was identified as being the most
important is presentation skills which incorPorates
preaching, teaching and evangelism. As this is
traditionally accepted to be the primary role of a
if
minister, this finding" is not surprising. What is
interesting however is that the following' si~highest rated '.
competencies all Involve ,~\lmatl relations and interaction.
I.
\\
This is opposed to the four competencies which are tated
least important w[;.ich all do not involve human
interaction JTable 12).
(;'
The competencies identified and ranked in order of
importance are the competencies th~t ministers-perceive
will be important to them in South Africa over the nextii,years. For a person coming into th~ ordained ,~,
ministry tltteseare the.managerial competencies that they
c!
will have to acquire. It is recommended that in the
future people coming into the ministry be trained in the
managerial competencies that are perceived to be the
most important ~R.mely:
I' Presentation skills (preaching, teaching and
evangelism) •
• Church aJ,ldcommunity Understanding.
II Coaehing, motivation and leadership.
• Finding the right person for the job.
II Interpersonal conflict handling and negotiation
skills.
u117,
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•
•....
•
•
Interpersonal skills ..
Management skills
. Self management .
Self knowledge •
Team work skills.
Skills to determine the needs of the wider
\1
community.
\)
Theological understanding.
• Diversity acceptance skills.
Since people coming into the ministry need- til) acquire so
marty diverse managerial competencies it m-v be
necessary to group them into common areas, This was
accomplishe.d by factor analysis.
1.2.3 Factor Analysis of Importance
(.;)
Difficulty was experienced in identifying the number of
factors to be retained. The final decision was made on
the basis that the competencies appeared, subjectively, to
be accommodated more appropriately bya four factor
solution than by a three factor solution. $ince either
number can be substantiated a four factor solution was
-selected (Table 17).
A model of the managerial competencies that people .
called to the ministry need to acquire is prescnte!(;lbelow.
\)
A minister should have proficiency in the most important
Importance factors ie. Preachingand Teaching,
Community Orientation, and Management of Self and
Others. Administration is considered to be of less
importance and the tasks can be more easily delegated to
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secretaries ~)d members of a congregation (Tables
18 .. 21). Ttl symbolise this the three primary importance
factors ate represented in a bigger print and joined by a
thicker line to one another.
(~l
~t .. -- - Cottununlty
~ "'" onem.t1on
Figure;; Model of Ma\l~gerialCompete~cies Required by Ministers
, "
The response to questions concerning the training needs
of ordained ministers indicate that a COUrsecovering the
~ 0
managerial compe\encies is. urgently required. At present
\'
no forma} course is"offered as such at undergraduate
level or as part of in..service training (Harris, 1992.
'personal communication). It is suggested that such a
course be instituted at an undergraduate level addressing
the competencies identified as being important and using
the above model.
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C~\
The purpose of,the course would be to acquaint the
students with the concepts involved in management.
Actual management training would however be done later
r-
during in-service training for ordained ministers,
Managerial courses for ordained ministers are
recommended since probationer ministers' do not have the
added managerial functions of being a senior or
superintendent minister or s~,rving on committees of
II
churc~, departments. It is thus unlikely that the
probationer minister, before he has had experience in the GI
ehurch, w111be able to ~nderstand\~Q,eimplications and
, . \\ptaCti¢ use Ipf the topics covered. Furthermore
probationer minist~rs need to concentrate on theological
s~dies and there is therefore very little time or 1:::,
opportunity to ac;quir~ managerial competencies during
probation. The proposed course would cover the
theoretical scope of all the managerial cornpetencie,
identified by ministers 'as.being important for the next
c, ' Ii
five years.
The tjlree generic managerial factors of South African
Business School graduates that Slabbert (1987) identified
are comparable to the factors and col1ipetel'll'!l~~identified
,> ' "i
in this study. An explanation for this could he 'that a
minister's job is probably more diverse than anyfnrsiness
manager's job which is why the current study identified a
grea~ernumber of competencies Which have been
gro~J>ed into four factors, as opposed to Slabbert's three,
I'
Ii
I'
It ~kp<lssible to equate tPe managerial roles klentified by
Myntzberg (1983) to the importance factors i<.j ttifled ln
tIle present study,
II
'I
[;
l
Ii
//
Ii
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(,
Under Community Orientation the,,following roles of
Mintzberg can be accomrnodated:
Liaison
Monitor
Spokesman
Entrepreneur
Disturbance handler
Negotiator
Tile factor of Management of Self and Others includes
the roles that Mintzberg termed:
Leader
Disseminator
Resource allocator
Finally, Mintzberg~s managerial role of Figurehead
probably falls under the factor of Preaching and
Teaching.
o
It is noted that none of the roles that MiAtzberg (1983)
postulates JaIls under the factor of' Adminisl'tation."
Perhaps this is because, unlike senior manage't:~:vvery few
ministers have personal assistants or even their \own full ..
time secretary. These administration duties that in
business would be performed by an assistant, are often
carried put by ~~eministers themselves.
If the importance factors are compared with the clusters
that Boyatzis (.1982) proposes namely Goal and action
management, Directing subordinates, Human resources
management and Leadership clusters, all could largely
be accommodated within the factor of Management of
Self and Others. Perhaps this is because thepresent
'j\
\\
study adopted'abroader perspective of the tasks o(a..c· .
\\p'anager and included items that managers in the IH~·W.~te·
sector could delegate to subordinates. This necessiu.ite.d a
wide range of activities to be included in the managerial
tasks of a minister which resulted in factors that ate all-
encompassing. " '.I. similar approach was adopted by Van
der Walt (1q~9) in his study of agricultural extensiort
officers. r ,1,1 6USpected that the factor of Management of
Self and Others/includes all the clusters that Boyatzis
defined.
1.2.4 Relationship betwei)nRating of Importance and
Demograr" •
Ministers in urban s5tuations were not found to differ
\-,
• I
significantly from their rural cOllnt¢rparts,:irP~!;pls of the
~'-~~.-;
perceived importance of individual managerial ..
competencies. Hq~Never, urban ministers indicate that
the factors of Community Orientation" Administration
and Management of Self and Others are more important
than do those who minister to rural congregations,
Po£sibly in row' =ornmunities there already exists a
I,~)' ,,_ \ - (
greater commui, Iawareness due to smaller numbers,
more clearly defined .60mmu~i~~S at\},t')Sier accessibility
to the community and. th~!ef6re mini~tefs may f~~1that
;"', _ .__ ' ., i:" _ ',\
competencies required to inter~ct effe.~tively with the
,\
community are not that important. Within an urban
!J
situation howev~r..the community is more diverse and
nmill'!:qsire greater competency on the part of the
minister to bring about co-operation and unity (Table 22).
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It is interesting t9 note that. the demographic background
"
of the respondents had no influeJ1ce on their re~ponse to
the importance factor Preaching and Teaching.
Ministers' perceptions of the importance of this factor
thus appear to transcend demographic boundaries. This
_could be. the result of the largely universal traditional
(~\
view of it as a minister's primary function,
-:
?,)
Age, secular working experience and secular
:::' "
qualifications have no effect on the perceiv~ importance
of the factors, while race an~ geographical Iocatien
appear to have the gr~test effect 011 perception of
importance ('Table 22). However the results could be
skewed as a result of the greater number of white, urban,
graduate ministers who returned the questionnaire.
In general whites, urban ministers and th~Iogica1
graduates rated the importance factors higher overall than
did their corresponding counterparts,
.0
Prior secular working experience. and qualifications were
not found to have any effect on ministers' perceptions of
important managerial competencies, their need for
training or their performance as managers. The only
trend noted was that ministers with secular qualifications
indicate a greater need for training in the factor of
Administration than do ministers with no such
qualifications.
Possible reasons for this lack of influence exerted by \ \
secular experience may lie in the research design where
I'! , '.1
the question concerning this demographic variable merely
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required a ~uantitative response and did not investigate
the nature of the secular work or qualj~cations, Possibly
a more detailed investigation would find that particular
types of secular experience have more of an effect than
others.
1.3 Training Needs
1.3.1 Competencies Ranked in l'el'lb.S of Training Needt1
It is. noted that sixty-five percb:"t I~fthe respondents
\ \1 I.
stated that they perceive a need~\t6l' training. in twenty of
the twenty ..fi,;;ecompetencies and thirty-five. percent of all
the respondents felt that they could do with training in all
the competencies (Table 23). This means that the ..
ministers perceive themselves to be in need of much
training in managerial competencies.
c
Tile greatest need for training is in the ar~s of
Interpersonal conflict handling and negotiating skins and
skills to determine the needs of the wider community,
This is probably as a result of the troubled and unstable
climate prevailing ill the country at present. Now more
than ever ministers are called to serve their congregations
in a manner that is relevant and effective,
It is seen that the competencies that are traditionally
associated with ministry such as theological
understanding, presentadon skills (preaching, teaching
and evangelism) and worship leading skills arr cnly,
ranked as a training need half way down the tank order
(Table 23), Although most theological training.focuses
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primarily on these areas, ordained ministers do no, '<:
'-,'I
consider them to be a priority amongst their current ..
training needs. This could indicate that at presem the
training ministers receive is adequate in the areas it
cover~.. Howev~r· it may not be meeting all their other
training needs due to the limited scope of courses
gffered.
To be meaningful therefore the training ordained
ministers receive must be in competencies more diverse
man those traditionally associated with ministry.
)/' The list of training needs perceived to be required by
ordained ministers is very long. It could be postulated
"
thar ministers cannot aCCf(ss their training needs and
the~efore respondect that \~ey require training in
everything. However the order of training needs
identified is supported by Study :a and also by the laity's
identification of training needs. A comprehensive
recommended list of competencies, for training of
ordained ministers for the next five years, is presented at
the end of the chapter.
It must however be accepted that the perceived need for
training amongst the ordained ministers is real and.>should
therefore be addressed.
To satisfy the training needs of the ordained ministers it
is necessary to group the competencies into like groups.
'I
This is provided for in factor analysis,
Ii
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1.3.2 Factol' Analysis of Training Needs
The training factors that were identified namely Social
Sciences; Professional-Ministerial skills; Community
Orientation and Administration could form the basis ora
useful four semester syllabus for in-service training since
they represent actual needs perceived by ministers.
A model of the training needs of ordained ministers for
in-service training is as follows.
II
Figure 4 Model of Training Needs of Ordained Ministers
The most important training needs identified are Social
Sciences, Professional-Ministerial skills and Community
Orientation. Administration skills are seen as less
important to acquire and for this reason this aspect is
represented in the centreJf?smaller print (Tables 29 ~
32), 'The functions of Administration can be delegated
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more easily to laity and for this reason it is shown to he
less closely linked to the others.
From the results or the study it appears as if there is a
great n~d fqr managerial training among all ministers.
It is recommended that a course, addressing tt J training
needs of ministers for the nel<t five years, as depleted in
the above model, be implemented fOlit1"rervice training.
This system would be similar to business schools where
business experience is required for acceptance to courses.
This would enrble ministers to relate the theory to
practice more easily.
The diverse list of trati~ing needs identified by ministers
supports Sayles' (1980) assertion that managers do a lot
or the work themselves.
1.3.3 Relationship between Rating of Training Needs and
Demographics
Itwas found that in general (Table 33) training needs
were round to be similar across the broad spectrum of
ministers sampled in this study. This couk, 'reflect
widespread lack of training in similar areas. Exceptions
to this trend were found largely in the factors of
Administration and to a lesser extent in Social Sciences
and Professional-Ministerial skills,
In Administration younger ministers report a greater need
for training than do older ministers. This could indicate
that in the past ministers received training in this area
and that this sort of training has subsequently been
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.:
stopped or that adequate administration skills may
develop with e({perience.
1;--.' ;l
Ministers who have secular qualifications perc_eive that
they require more training in Administration than do
ministers without secular qualifications, Perhaps they
could be more aware ol'potentia1 f~~improvement.
Urban ministers feel thatthey require-more training m
the factor of Administration than do those Who minister
to a 1111"al congregation. In urban situations people are
(i C' ,"\
gqtiterallymore aware -of busines$ methods, accurate
)/
terord"k~ping and issues of accountability. This may
'\\ '')
require .:the ~~iste~ .have a n.~ore higlV,~(dev~~ped
_ _, ,', . r ,.."r', _'. . .. ",;'j_I' .. "
sense of the need for the factor Admi',~s~tion than do
mi.;: ;ters\)in rural settinf~s whei,h other,f ~ctors may
/\
assuriie priority~
The discontinuous perceptions of the training needs of
ministers accordingeto length of serltiCe'1:'ot"7Social
Sciences could be an artefact'attributable to a small
sub-sample size.
r_;
'I
:Ministers with theological ~egr~s feel tht.t they need
more training in the factors of Administration and Social
Sciences than d(f~ollegegraduates while for
Administration, Social Sciences and 1 )fes~ion~... ...
Ml1:ir~}erial skills, whites perceive that they· requii~ more
training than do black ministers. This could be because
the whites and university educated ministers have had a
°broader exposure and m~y be more aware of what is
available.
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A further interesting finding was that perce'jfjolls of the
need for the factor Community Orientation transcends all
demographic bafners (Table 33). Similarly, for the
factor Profeisional-Ministerial sldlls the only .
~~2graphic variable which appeared to influence
perceptions of the need for training was that of race.
As ~(proad generalisation the ministers who perceive the
greatest need for training are young,white graduates in
')
urban churches, This is probably du~ tb this group
knowing more about each of the competencies and being
more aware of their needs. 'the differences in training
,. . . (1
needs between the demographic groups therefore needs to
be treated with great circumsI>tction.2__
~,.<,--)\),-,
Of importance is that there appeared to be a consensus
among ministers regarding the areas where most training
is required, namely in the areas of OOmmunity
Orientation and Professiona1'-Ministerial skills.
/) 1.4 Comparlson between Good and Average Managers
In general very few differences between the responses of the
best compared to the average managers were noted. "
1.4.1 Demographics
It was found that the only significant demographic
variable differentiating between the good and average
managers is length of service, where the best managers
had a longer length of service than average managers
(Table 4). This may mean that previously ministers were
f
I
I
I
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A further interesting find~g=was that perceptions of the
need for, the factor Community Orientation transcends all
demographic barriers (Table 33). Similarly, for the
factor Professional-Ministerial skiils the only .
demographic variable which appeared to influence
perceptions of the need for training was that of race,
As a broad generalisation the ministers who perceive the
greatest need for training are young, white graduates in
urban churches. This is probably due to this group
knowing more. about each of the competencies and being
more aware cf their needs. The differences in training
needs between the demographic groups therefore, needs to
be treated with great circumspection.
(f;
Of importance is that there appeared to ive a consensus
/(
,:~;->"
among ministers regarding the areas where most training
is required, namely in the areas of Community
Orientation and Prefessional-Ministerial skills.
1.4 Comparison between Good and Average Manazers
In general very few differences between the responses of the
best compared to the average managers were noted.
1.4.1 Demographics
It was found that the only significant demographic
:.;' .. J';
variable differentiating'between the good and average
managers 1S length of service, where the best managers
had a longer length of service than average managers
(Table 4). This may mean that previously ministers Were
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trained in managerial competencies or that manageria]
competencies can be learnt through experience.
In-service-training in specific managerial competencies
wonla be expected to speed up this process. .
(l
The bishops did not necessarily perceive the
superintendents, whose jobs entail more managerial work
thaH' those Of ministers, to have better managerial
competencies. If these results are accepted it would
appear that the selection of superintendents by the
Connexion is not 011 the basis of managerial
competencies. Of significance in South Africa where
racial divisions are typically evident, this study found
that race was not linked in any way to perceptions of
good management.
1.4.2 .Importance of Competencies
Minimal differences were found in the perceptions of the
best compared to the average managers concerning the
importance of the different competencies. It had been
anti~ipated that the perceptions of the best compared to
the average managers would differ to reflect different
values. However only minimal differences were evident.
It is interesting. to note that the best managers perceive
computer skills to be less important than do the average
managers. This could be because the best managers have
on average served longer periods within the church than
the average managers and may be more resistant to
change. A minister who has coped effectively over a
long period without a computer is unlikely to appreciate
!
I
i
l,
r
Ii
its benefits and may thus find one unnecessary, while a
young minister may more readily realise their worth
within the church office.
JIbe best managers rated intellectual skills as more
v important than did average managers. The reason for
this is perhaps that ministers who are good managers
may value a more rational ..logical approach to their work
as opposed to a more emotive approach and may
therefore value intellectual skins more highly. It is
important to remember that the differentiation the bishops
were asked to make was not between good and average
ministers but between good and average managers within
the ordained ministry.
Since very few differences between the best and 'average
managers were identified using 'T-tests it WaSnot
expected that the factor 103.J;Hngsof the irttpbrtance of the
factors would differ significantly. This Was foundcto ,be
the case.
1.4..3 lraining Needs
Average managers perceive they require more training
than the best nl'ru~~gersin competencies needed to cope
with day to day running of the church (administration and
writing skills) and dealing with individuals and groups
within the congregation (Social Sciences) while good
managed would seem to in1cate that of greater Ii··
~ . . . ~
importance is the developmertr'of, competencies tool
effectively extend their ministries into the wider
community.
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Possibly a goal in the training of ministers is lor
ministers to develop their competencies to the stage
where they so effectively motivate and manage their
Congregations that not only are tpe needs of th~
congregation met, but that the congregation, under the
leadership of their minister, can effect an impact on the
o
wider community: -,
\\
1.4.4 General
In general therefore, very few differences were apparent
between the perceived good and average managers.
This may be due to:
• The al'~ence Qf an objective measure of
managfJrlal competence
• T~e bishops 'inability to distinguish between a
g~ and average manager
• The bishops not selecting the best managers but
randomly sending the questionnaires
• The best and average managers actually
identifying similar training needs.
1.5 Demographics
While It was realised that the inclusion of race as a demographic
variable may be construed as racist by many l it was considered
that black and white ministers, on the basis of cultural and
'I
experiential variables, may differ considerably in t.heir responses
and so its incorporation was expected to add considerable value
to the study. The results from the study support this premise as
1$2'[~j)
f"
significant differences between racial groups were found in thei1
perceptions of importance of Jhe competencies and in their
perceived need for training in the cotrlt>etencies (Table 22). It is
:' 'J
qf intere&v to note the findings of the Chi-~},I..i,,!tedt,,·,.st.which,,v .,
indicated that race is significantly related to age, j~rAgth of
service; seniority within the church, theological al'd secular
.,qua1ifi~tfons and location. While th'is docs not in any way
indicate a causal relationship between race and demog,?phic
variables it does highlight the,n'lany difference3 bet{een the
(' .
) Samples of;~white and black ministers (Table 11).
if
I
I
I
1
Anoiher significant divis,on identified within the church is, the
geographical location of the congregation which. was linked to
differences between respondents' ratings of importance \\ -..
(Table 22) and training needs (Table/~3).
II
Cognisance therefore needs tQ,.,betak~n of the different perceived
trainin,g needs of black versus white and urban versus nt/a!
ministers. Similarly a minister may require additiOllal:'training if
moved from a rural to an urban church and vice-versa,
ij
1.6 Intra-Competency Comparison between Importance. and
Training Needs
The Intra-competency comparison lJetween':importance and
trmning needs yielded a very high correlation (Ta.Ple 34). This
q -_ ,t__,j
indicates that the ministers are 1iU~ly to rate as importan; the.
')
same competencies as they perceiv~t?~y require. ~iling in.
\1
2. Study B
2.1 General
Caution must be exercised when ~xatnining these results; as the
format of the questionnaire presented a forced choice in that
, II
respondents, hadJto select ten of the twenty-nine items as training
needs. cThu§:iPeople could-not S~()W if they thought that
"==",,tllinisters 'required training in md~e or less taan ten items.
Since the-response rate was very low for black ministers and
black laity the differences in responses between blacks and
whites were not investigated.
2.2 Demographics
While the total sample size for Study B is large, it must be
remembered that the sample of black ordained ministers is very
small. Any inference on the basis of race is therefore extremely
17-> <
dubious (Table 36). ,It is notclear.why the respondents were
If I
seventy-eight percent white since 'the racial composition of
synods is probably closer to fifty-fifty ,(Mass~y, 1992. Personal
communication). A possibility is that the black laity did not
understand the questionnaire or that they chose nat to fill it in.
II
Since delegates had to complete the questionnaire outside of
synod it is possible that black delegates did not have the
facilities and th~8 were unable to do sa. 'the very low response
./ I
rate from black ministers is harder to explain.
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Not SUll)ristngly,°intereersonaI conflic~ handling and negotiation
s1.d],'1e~terged 'very higll on the list of ~tceived training needs
• J
(Table 3.8). This probably reflects the era of instabffi-!!Ohat
South Africa ,1$ currently ~xperiencing with both milli~~)tsand
their congregations l\~vi~~ to come to grips with the>f'/tl0rmQ'~!~
changes i:bat are f:akjngplace. This was supported by the
I~'
qualitative study which required respondents to present rulY
',) suggestions that they felt the Department of Education for
~n~stty should consider '·regarding the trairi;ing of ministers
~A.assey, 1991. Personal communication).
\\
A ~omptehensive list of training needs as per2~ived by both
ministers and the laity can be found at the.end of this chapter.
Ii
"1\4 Comparison between the :Qfltings of Importance by Mmisters
IJ and Laity
There is a significant similarity between the training needs of
mitr~sters as identified by the laity and by the ministers \'
themselves.
3. Comparison oftframing Needs between Study A and B
3.1 Training Needs
A sig1i\ificarlt"simi1arlty,was found between the rank order of
training needs of ministers, as identified by ordained ministers,
in Studies A and B and between laity of Study B and ordained
ministers of the two studies. The two studies yielded three rank
orders of training needs that confirmed one another.
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Similarity between the ministers and the laity indicated' that' the
two groups have the same perceptions of the training needs of
ministers and therefore probably view the job of the minister in
a similar light (Table 38). The potential therefore exists for
laity to reliably evaluate the. training needs of their mixRsters
'1' " .•
based on the identified competencies. Res~cn df a similar
!
(nature was conducted by Lewin and Zwany (1976) who found
peer assessments to be significantly 'related to work-output"
measures. Together with other methods, laity evaluation will
provide a valuable d!agn~~ac tool for ascertaining areas for
ministenal_developmen( Furthermore, the similarity of
responses between the two groups means that it is unlikelX that
responses to the questionnaire were made randomly by either
group.
II
1~is noted that the training needs identified by ministers in
Studies A and B differed more than the ministerial training
needs idel1tified by ministers and laity in Study B. This
difference is probably attributable to the different methodologies
used (Table 42). '\\
Of interest is that in Study Alhe ministers were asked to
identify their own training needs while in Study B they were
asked to identify the training needs Of ordained ministers in
general (Tablt~41). The following were all ranked considerably
higher for others as compar6:1 to their QWl~ training needs.
Presentation skills (preaching, teaching/and evangelism)
Theological understanding
Worship leading skills
Administration
Running of meetings.slOlls.
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For these competencies, which.are all traditionally associated
with the mini.stry, ministers feel that others require more
training than. they do themselves,
))
1
(/
The competencies that ministers perceive to be important for
themselves to acquire over the next five years but not as
important fer others to acquire are:
Skills to determine the needs of the wider community.
Interpersonal skills
Psych()lo~~i~ knowledge
, '\
Training IleedS Malysis skills
UnderstaI}ding and applying how adults and children learn
Comput~/r literacy
Persuasfbn skills
Intellectual skills
\'
Itis interesting to note that many of the above competencies
could be considered useful and desirable and an extension of a
minister's abilities while not being essential to the-basic success
of a ministry.
The results of Studies A and B were combined by inspection to
giw a list of the most pressing training needs for ordained
ministers. These are:
• . Church and community understanding
• Coaching, motivation and leadership
(iii Interpersonal conflict handling and negotiation skills
o Presentation skills (preaching, teaching and evangelism)
G Skills to determine the need.~of the wider community
'\>
• Theological understanding ''''';~j
t{7~' '
• Training needs analysis ,
.. Understanding' ~d applying how adults and children
learn.
~ v
The lisJlbf competencies that hav.~been identified as the most
important training needs is significant for a number of reasons,
These include:
• Since the actual competencies required by ministers have
been identified it is possible to formulate. an appropriate
training programme to address those areas in which
training is required,
The list of competencies can be applied in futUre to the
task of rating ministers and can therefore act as a needs
analysis. for individual ministers. This could be
cOlT'i,lletedby fellow ministers and the laity.
• ,irllihing can be 'tlivided into the identified smaller
-"~'::'j .' . " .' : '.
subsections to form the basis of in-service training
allowing competencies to be put into hpm~iate practise
as they are acquired.
'_'
C> ..,
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Chapter 7 - Conelusion
,)
This study, which is one of the few of its kind to be conducted within a
voluntary organisation and is unique within the context of the church, has
raised several theoretical and practical issues which need to be addressed. In
particular, it has indicated the contribution that modem ,concepts and theories
of management can make to the effective running of a church as well as
highlighting the need among ministers for post-ordination trai!ling in
management competencies. Although the study. was carried out within the
Methodist Church of Southern Africa, it is. expected that these findings could
be generalised •to other churches. This assumption is a possible focus of
further research.
if
The fact that the church allowedahe study to be conducted as well as the
relatively high response rate from the ministers, indicate that the church is
probably ready to explore new ideR~and methods of equipping ministers to
deal effectively with the managerial demands of ministry. Although this is a
new area of investigation for the church, it is one where relevant models
developed largely in secular settings may be successfully applied.
In an age when more and more people are questioning the relevance, purpose
and effectiveness of the church, it makes sense for ministers to make use of
modem developments in ail areas to increase its accessibility fer greater
numbers. One such way is to use applicable modem theories IOf management,
which have been tried and proven effective in the business sector, to improve
management of church affairs.
In fact reciprocal interaction between methods used in the church and those
employed in business may give rise to models of management which are
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applicable in both situations. In certain areas good management practices were
instituted by the church years in advance of the business sector. For example
the whole issue of racial integration has been addressed at every level 'I.)f the
Methodist Church hierarchy. This was reflected in the present study SISit was
found that the selection of good managers showed no racial bias.
In addition, the current move in business practice. to a more participajive
model is, already firmly entrenched within Methodist Church structure,
I
Communication ehannels exist which allow for any member of the, ctllurch to
have a say in matters affecting the church at both a local and natiGn~l~level.
I';!
}H
,I
In summary, the present study, which foc~S,ledon' management withlin the
fi
Church, yielded the following significant findings: 1/
11
!I
The Identification and definition of managerial competenc,iel~ required
;1
by ministers provides a resource which can be used for a P'Ierformance
i,'
appraisal. /f
I,
ti
-,
}!
II
Th~ ranking of the competencies in terms of importance ~!}ndtheir
. .. . ,,'1·
division into· factors provides the framework for a trainil1jgcourse for
il
probationer ministers, (nat can be considered reliable at !(east for the
next five years and is based on the perceptions and expel~ences of
'/
ministers presently in the field. Furthermore the imp(\J1i~Ce factors
:/
give a logical segmentation of the responsibilities of a '/rtinister.
\1
\\ '~. .'
,I
• Training requirements based on the needs identified biy ministers have
been prioritised and training factors develor . t:l that witll serve as, a
model for in-service training for the next five years. ;i
• Since the perceptions of the laity regarding the trairiling needs of
ministers correspond with those of the ministers themselves it may be
!
possible to use the identified list of competencies a.!sa tool to enable
I:;'
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feedback to be provided to ministers by lay members. This would help
ministers to identify key training needs and thus contribute to their
personal l\ievelopment.
The present study was able to overcome many of the limitations generally
experienced in tlus type of research due to the large sample sizes and
triangulated research design. However the following points should be
i
considered in th~:'interpretation and generalisatio» of the results.
1>',
irl,
• Organisagicntil climate, 19mething that is difficult to control, CQ).11d play
a very imporlantrole in determining competencies of ministers. The
impact of thiJ\ variable was not measured in any-;·~ay. .,
o . ~.-
•
_',j
:'1 ;'>1." ,1
1
,:\
The stud~r~.I.n1~iexamin~Methodist ministers. Caution ShO\lldbe
r:·,_},' ," '" •
exercised in generalising the findings to ministers outside of the sample
<.i
.,rparticularly ifpe management structure is considerably different from
I; that of the Methodist Church ..
o Since the curr~nt study used a unique methodology and definitions of
identified competencies it is difficult to ,sompare the results With other
studies.
There was a low response rate of blacks, particularly in Study B .
.,
Caution should therefore be exercised in inferring differences between
the responses of the two groups.
i
'rhe method used is dependent on how much each minister knows about
the subject matter under study. This may have skewed the results or
training needs since some respondents may not have sufficient
knowledge to assess their training needs.
u
((
c.::;
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• The study only examined one aspect of a minister's job, The
assumption cannot be made that the best manager will make the best
minister or even that there is any relationship between managerial
competence and effectiveness as a minister.
Arising from this exploratory. work on managcnent withi~ the church are a
\\. ['
number of issues for further investigation. Validation of t~e models developed
in this study in non-profit making organisations whose structures differ from
those of the Me.thodist Church would be Que such example. Within the church
studied however, the most pressing research required is probably to determine
the optimum methods of implementing the proposals arising from the study.
\(
S~ncethe study was of an exploratory nature it was not known which
demographic, rtiables would have an impact on the results and hence all..
potential variables were included. It is recommended that for any future
research only the most important variables be considered, This would depend
on the purpose of the research, but fer the present study race and geographical
location were found to be the most important.
This study has shown the importance of managerial competencies in the
effective administration of church life and the need for training. in these
managerial factors. It is suggested that neglecting to address the training of
such competencies results in ministers who are inadequately prepared to meet
the demands placed on them by their work.
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Appendix A .. &tructute of the Methodist Church
The Methodist Church of Southern Africa has neatly 500 000 full members
'(Minutes of Conference 20.3.3.4; 1990) and its structure can b(£:jescribed by a
two dimensional matrix model. The one face Qfthe matrix comprises the
formal hierarchy of the church. The second face is at right angles to this and
consists of the functionaldepartments.
LmIo ' ~ r.. lIiooIta CIoriollll. £coo ....... , PIobik 'l.o<al 'fu;ot C1i>lodu 'l'ou" Men'. W.... '.
~ CI!IJeowUI' Art""" ItcIltlo.. ............. ""portl<. ~. GuUd ~ ...
,
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Figure S Structure of the Methodist Church "
The formal structural church hierarchy consists of four levels, namely Society.
Circuit, District and Connexion, At the lowest level is a Society which may
comprise a handful to thousands ofmembers. Ministers may have many
Societies under their pastoral care or may shere the responsibility of a single
Society with other ministers.
A Society is managed by a leaders meeting which comprises of the various
leaders and ministers from within the church. The most senior minister chairs
the meeting and usually ministers have considerable power and influence in the,
proceedings of the meeting. The Society elects lay representatives to attend
Circuit meetings.
SocietieS!Iat-egrouped together on the basis of geographical proximity to form
Circuits. 'i All ministers and lay representatives meet four times a year to
discuss and manage matters of common interest. The Circuit is headed by a
circuit superintendent who is appointed by the Stationing Committee of
Conference. The office is held for a year i.,'\t the norm is to re-appoint the
superinten9(entfor at least a second term of office. Superintendents may wield
a lot of power especially within the black churches. The Circuit also elects
lay representatives to attend the annual Synod of a District.
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Circuits are geographically grouped to form the thirteen Districts of the
Methodist Church. These-are as follows: <\
Cape of Good Hope
Grahamstown
Queenstown
Namibia
Kimberley and Bloemfontein
Northern Free State and Lesomo
Natal Coastal
Natal West
South Western Transvaal
South Eastem Transvaal and Swaziland
Northern Transvaal and Botswana
Clarkbury
Mocambique
Annually all ministers, probationer ministers and lay representatives meet
together for a District Synod. The Synod is presided. OVerby a bishop who is
elected by all the representatives for a three y~ term of office and is eligible
for re-election. Synods have authority in matters that pertain to the District.
The Synod elects lay representatives to attend the national Conference.
The Districts are grouped to form a Connexion which meets for an annual
Conference. Conference is the highest decision-making assembly in the church
and is attended by clergy and during open sessions, by lay representatives.
Conference is chaired by the presiding bishop who has a three year term of
office. The presidHlg bishop has ultimate executive authority on behalf of the
Conference in the interim period between Conferences.
The Connexional :E>- ~.cutive consists of the bishops and the executive secretary
and meets on an ad-hoc basis during the year to advise the presiding bishop
between Conferences
The executive secretary of Conference is a permanent appointment made by
Conference for a three year term of office and is eligible for re-election. The
secretary's role is to administer the day to day affairs of the church at a
national level and act in the absence of the presiding bishop where empowered
to do so.
The second face of the matrix comprises the various departments which are
responsible for matters of common concern to all churches such as mission and
communications. Each department is chaired by a general secretary who is
appointed by Conference. In each District a minister is selected to be
responsible for the work of the department in that District. He reports to
Synod and to the general secretary of the department who in tum reports. to
Conference on the activities of that particular department. Representatives
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from the Districts meet during the. year. to co-ordinate and manage. th~
department. Lay representatives may also be appiJinted to a depagnient,
The departments are as follows:
1/
Department for Education for Ministry
Mission D.ep2lrtment
Christian Citizenship Department
Department of Ecumenical Affairs
Young Men's Guild
Public Relations and Communications
Local Preachers Department
Trust Properties Department
Christian Education Department.
Methodist Youth Department.
Women's Association, Auxiliary, Manyano
,)
The Methodist Church has a democratic but cumbersome decision-making
process. 'Before any majoJ: decision is made it is debated at Society, Circuit,
District and finally Conference,levels. This allo~s for a great deal of
participation from church members and ministers' but is also of necessity an
exceedingly time-consuming process.
(;
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Appendix B ..Questionnaire for "Study A
The Methodist Churoh ofSeuthern Africa
tel~phone: (0311 ,216424
Telefax:(031) 217674
Telegraphs: Bollington
450A Moore Road
POBox 2,256"
4000 Durban
TO THE M1NISTER OONCERNE:'O 1st Ma r-ch 1991,
Dear Colleague
.ogTERMtNATtON 01l· MANAGERIAL COMPETENCIES WITHIN THE OHU.RCH
Mr Dav i d Ba rker); pp1i ad to the pres i ding Bishop for
permission to c~nduct a survey amongst the Min,ister;' of our
Church to examine Manageri~l Oompetencies w'thtn the Church.
The ['residing Bishop gave provisional approval and then
referred th. matte~ to the~Oonnexional Executtva which met
from the 26th to the 28th ,February 1991, The Oonnexional "
Executive. r-ead t ly approved the reques~ and gave ~lr Barker
permission t.o proceed with the suryey,c;
Mr Barker is well known to me and is a fa.ithful and r.e9u,'far
member of our Northfield Church in 8enon4~ He 15 a p~~son
of the highest integrity. He is cbnducting this survey as
part of the reqUirements for a Ma.ter ~f Management dogree
under the gui~a,nce of the Business School of the Univers~ty
of the Witwatersrand. He has undertaken to shaPe the
findings of the survey with the Church, and this should
prove very valuable information for us which we could not
obtain in any other way.
In adVising you on behalf of the Presiding Bishop and the
Executive that his ~~rvey has been ap prov ed I would also
appeal to you to co-operate with him in every way possible.
With warm Ohristian greetings
Yours sincerely
V IV IAN \~ HARRIS
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Tel. (011) 849 ...5432 (H) 6 Hampden Ave
Airfield
Benoni 1500
30 Aprl1 1991:,, .
.~)~a r S i I" f<t~a d a III •
As part of the courSE! I am doing at Wits, a research re~~rt
must. b CI so-brnitted. I hav e ch osen to 'I nv €1stigate th e
managerial skills required by ordained MethodIst mlntsters,
the perceived importance of the skills and the need for
training in these managerial skills over the next five
years. It is u f1.14 in which internationally very little
't\esearch has been conducted. The r::~sults will be invaluable
to you and the Methodist church since far the first time the
managerial skills required of ministers will b~ known. The
sk 111sea n be use d for an; nd1v 'I dua1 and 9roup nee ds
analysts and as the center for managerial training.
Since the ~esearch is centered around ordained ministers of
the Methodist Church the opinion of all is important, and
that is Why ,r.o am approaching you.
I realise that many demands are made on your vcFluable time
but the long term benefits of the study could bi of
ccnst de r-able use to you and the church. I would ap pr-ect at e
it if you would please co"fp,1ete the attached questionnaire
which shOUld take about 20 minutes.
The I~esults w111 be pooled and anonymity is guaranteed. The
results, which will be published, should be available in
time for conference 1991. The bishops have kihdly offered
to receive the completed questionnaires.
Please use the enclosed enve10pe to send your completed
questionnaire back to your BishOp before 25 May.
If you have any queries please do no~ heSitate to contact me
at the above address or telephone number.
Thanking you in advance for your kind su~port.
I am yours sincerely
David Barker.
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INSTRUCTIONS
The GueatlQi".~tr~ co08l"t8 of thr~e ports. In ord~1" to co",p~ete sections B and C, j t lnoy be helpful to looK at the
derl"itlo,,~ ·~'rtho tom, elveo 00 th~ coloured sheet" l\t the end c;C the questionnaire.
10 Section A info~!ltlc.n .bout Yourself is rl:qUlro~.
In SOQtion B :Vou wUl lie ... ked to please rat" tt.e skUll in term. of thai,. Importance for the Job you will do over the next
f! liey~ats ... a .itll.t.r.
Xn Sectiorl C you will be a.ked to pl ...~ae tate the skUl. you think you 101111need tr~loing In over the next
fl Vet yeara. :--:.':",
~
Kindly illllIlIer aU que.tiona by placit1{1 a C",BS In the block that corl'e8~onds "I th your enever-,
1. What i. your lJae1 .fOR !?'FrC! use
D
D
3. ""W ... ny :-;)'1'8 worklns exporience (national .erlilce excluded) did you have beNr.
beins oec'!,P.t<Jdft. a candidate 1'01' the. "inistry? o
4. What is the moat .<ihior position you have over held IoIithln the Chure.!!?
BISllOl' ,\MD
nlllSUII StlPllRI~ IIlIAII or
cOHfllXlONAL
DEPAJmI!lft
2 3
o
oS. What 11 your hOm. IBnIlUa!le?
o
D
8. 00 the majority of your 'mcmberelive in an urban or rural area?
o
o
D
9. N"101 Inany soeJetie5 fall under !four direct p""toral responsibility? tt there is mol'.
than one minHtterr please diVide the number of societies bY the number of mJni8ter8~
10. In total hoWmany rnembers are on the records cf the churcheu that you er-e personally
t'eellon»1ble for? If there 18.mere then one minister, please divide the nurr.berof
me.bers by tht numberof ministeriJ.
:ilili!! !!!'L!!
lIlPOR1'AIICE 'OVER 'i'IIl! Nl!X'i' FIVE YEARS
\\
Think of th~ greet 80clol, econccf e , politics! end legislative changes that South. Africa Is under-gotng am! will uode .'1>
over the next t~1'l yeaI'D. In the liflht of tMse, "hs't is the most Uk.ly Important change tha~ Is gOing to. occur f n your
Job over thl .. p<'lrlpd?
wah .the ..~ change. In SQuth IIfr!cl! bnd 1n the MethOdist Church in mind, p l euse rate the skills .and k""w1cdge in lmport;or.ce
tor the job th~t you think YOIlwUl have to do over the n¢l<t five years. This refers to their ~2!:!.D.!!S!! l'eg"ruless Of
wh"ther or not yOU hay. rece.ived traIning or require tr"ihing in th.~).
For ex.~ple, It YOIl.think the .1<111 of c®put"". pro!l"Ol))l)ill!l will be very important for your job over- the n",xt flye Years,
yOu would pl8CU '" ere .. in th .. block "very important".
In orde .. to compl..te thin netion it II1II), be Mlpful to look at the d"flnltjo~. of tne t.erm .. gf ven en tnl' ""ll1u)'." ~hrrtn
lit the end of tha que.tlonn.ii'e.
VlRY
Ll'l1'U
IICPlmTAIICl
FOR
'0",1Co;
USF,
Ll'l:'i'Ul IMPORTAlI'l' vellY
IMPIlII'rAllC! lIIPORTMI'l'
II It I L.r. S""1)ltNO\l'Lll:llGE
MlSOLIl'l'I:LY'"
ItSSEIn'lA1
15!--------_--_- II -I<---- '---1·---1·------'·_ ........--1
16
_,3_._ "~~_. __ ~_·_. i_ty_· __ Un_d_~_ro_ tc_n_d_in-g----I,~--__-------1~-17'-:---....,_.,I---------I!-------------II--~-1-7------1
4. co.ciirng, ~tlliatiOn • "Leaclerahip , "'" _, ' III
5. Skill. to DeteNi"" the Needa of the
COIIIIIUn ity •
19
7. IIIverei ty 1\C¢~p~ce akill"
Ii. Co!IIPuter LiteraC)' i' .;)0I---~~~--~--~~---I---~~-I·--~~I-----II~~-I·~------I-----.-
21
II. Equli>olont Operating Skill!'
9. Findin. the Right Pel'llOO for t1!.. Job
10. Intellectual 'Skill"
22------·1--------1-------23
14.
15.
16.
. ' 17.
19.
19,
~O.
21.
22.
23.
204.
25.
pro.entatioi\ Skill. (Preaching,
Teachinli L'Id 1v1lr\l.U.$II)
24
25
!~--~I------II----------------
26
29
;"', U. Interpel'Jl9Cla1 Conflict lianclllflg and
\'" :'::":'" Neg"tl.Iltlan 5Id11_
. - 12;" Intol'peraDnBl '!lldl!"~~~\--~--,~------------·I~------~-I------I-----I------·I--------13. 1Wui._nt SkUl. '.' ,'/ 271----------------·1------1-----1---,1----1------ ---. -'--
llunnlJl& of lIeetingil Skill" :1 tJ·...........--~-- .::....-----I------I----I---- --,.....,,-I--~--I-~-~I
Peraua8ion Skill.
30
Self KnOWledge 3<1 iI------~--------------i------I·-----i-----II------I--------I----~
Selt l'Canag..... nt
T..... Work Skill"
33
34
Th.ological Und.ra~ding 351------------------1-------1,------1-----------,1--------1-------1
Training"'necdll Analyaiil 36
Und.1'IIta...dinll and Applying How
MUl t. and Children Learn
Wore))ill Leading Skills
Writillg Skilll)
37
S6
39
PLEASE COMPLETE
!j' there are any managerial .kill. or knowledge not on the list that you think ,:ou1(1 be imp~rtaht c•• t- tb. next f, ••
yeBl"bt pleeDiIt write them here.
SEC1'lOfl c
,,\
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For <h1s $~ctl~n plftan thilik of' tile ch.n~eQ you fore" ee in Sou.th A~rf~B and In the MetMdl'l't Church over the next five
Years, N<>~ think of l/pllr 0,", growtll Bnll ~ev.loPtn.l'lt and rat. the e',1,,-ent of ~ need rol' t\\131nins and develop"",nt in
th~ skills' and .areaa .9f knCWl.edBe,reiardleas of thel .. importance, eve.. the next fiv" ye~rs.' •
For cXllIl>ple, i1' you thir.k Yd1.lwill hGve B \lery IIrti~tLneed for. training in the ,,1<1IDo! computer proarliJlllH!ng over the
next rive Y•• '" you 1<011111place· a erosl.J .In tile block'';'vecy greltt need". '..
r~:;::":';"::':'::-
T" " .."I at IOU to c","p1at.> this ."ctton. J t ""'t ~ .h!!lpt~ ~"\)look at the deft"1 tio"B .of the tem,s given cn the coloured
paper at til. ",;,<1 of tIIo queAtio" ..aire.
\l!IIY IIUD
tIT'I'LE FOil
HiBn " T&AIHl!IG
s. Churon arid c.-.nity Umle...."""dil!lI 4:1!----------------~--------~~I,-\~,,--~----I---~~I,------·I-------.----------I,~~,---.
4. C""chill$, toIoti ... ~OtI A u..dlI""hip I 43~I-----~----.I----------I
Skills to ('et.l .... t~ the Heeelll or the "/( 44
COMUnlqr. '.'.
,----Ii-- --,,"'j-,.---- .....II-----I
Cco!p\Il'ar "it.l'e;)), 45
Dherllity Acceptance Ilkl11~ ,I~ ~~~I---------I ....-----I------i-------II--~~----II---------I
6. !cr.'.lpllent OpaMlt;inll skh.l. - 47I----~~--~~~~-- .....------I~~-----I~~----I------~~I----------~I---.....-I
Finding the Ri&ht ,c"~J'W'1i tor the Job U \, ~I-----....-"""'""-----I-~---I·---.--'~.!----I---......,,;--.:.__,.--I
SKILLS
" II D:1110.1.£11(111
5.
6.
9.
10. Intellectual SkUb
WilY
OllJ'
Imlt.,.' ;
GII!AT
tlSED
Fon
OFFICii;
USE
40
11. l"tel"ll"~ CoIlr'uct ItIIndl~nll and
118110t111,1:1'>;1 Skilllll "
(1I--------------------~---~-----~--!I------·I-----~---I----~---I--------I
46
49
50
51
52
14. RllI1Jlihg'It Meetings 'I'
15, I'ijr~u,ad()n Skill.
\.ri---1 11-~-_1----_1--~~11----......,---5-3--
(r 54
!isIII. Pl'e."nl:llt~'lD Skilla (Pl'e ..cb~tlg.
'1'~.chlng and &II8Og$li... )B------------------~---I-----~-I·-------------~-I~-------I·~--~-;17. PsychologiCal ~l. ..dg$
11>. Self kJ,O'wledge 57
,'lSI-__ -,,;_-_II-----~,---_-I-----II __-_,....--- ~J.---
D::"·'~:"20. T..... crk !;1<itl~ 51)I----------~------~----~I----.-.------------~I------·I---------I--------I21. ThColoillcal Und.~t&rld~hQ liD,----,----
22. Tralnlhg-needs AlIaly.is
23. Unde"Bttmdlng anel API'lting Il<>w
Adul ta and Children Loam y ~ 0,,-·"----1---1----1,-"'---11-------1----"'----
'62
61
24. Voreb1 p Le"d~!lg Skills 63I-----~~,~---------I-----~-I------I---~-----I.....------I------25. Wrlting Skill~ 54
PLEASE COMPLETE
It there are any manae.rial skills 01' ltnoWl.dJje that you think yoU wUI need ov"r the next five yellr,!, and are fl('t on
the li$t, please wrl te them her e ,
--------~,)------~------------------------~---------------------------------------
Ii
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tDefbtitions of the Skills
~I .'
1. Administr.ition skills
Ability to manage a church office and store records.
2. Bookkeeping. skills
~( Ability to read a balance sheet, construct a budget, monitor cash
flow and complete a "49 Schedule".
3. Cburch and community understanding
Knowing how the departments of a church function and relate to
each other.
~::::~ding and knowing ,p community, congregation and its
t, Ability to establish conta.~Lv:kth a wide variety of people to gain
information and build (.[sources.
-~
4. CQaehing, motivation and leadership skills
Advising, encouraging and helping members with problems
related to leading within the church. /1
Equipping members with the skills needed to perform certain
~~h.
11, ;lng members identify and understand their personal role in
lel:tdership and setting goals for leadership within the. church.
Ability l..1 help others adapt to, and accept structural, social and
other organisational changes.
5. Skills to determine the needs of the wid(~r community
,. '. Ability to identify with the need fdr justice and equity.
Able to assess Objectively situations and people to determine
unmet needs.
"
(\
6. Computer Jitemty'C
Knows the application and limitations of relevant computer
programmes.
7. l)iversity acceptance skills
Ability to relate to and respect all people and to understand the
'i differences between different groups.
8. F.:quipment operating skills
Ability to operate all church equipment (sound equipment,
overhead projectors and photostat machines).
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9. 'Finding the right person for the job ".
The ability to. identify the skills arid knowledge necessary to do
"various duties within the church. co
Able to recognize the calling and gifts of members and to select
the right people for the right duties.
1Q. Inteneetual skills
Ability to organise thoughts logically and develop practical
creative frameworks to explain complex ideas in useable ways to
find the best solution to a problem.
Ability to think creatively in different circumstances.
11. Interpersenal conflict·.handling and lb} Botiation skills,
Ability to intervene in interpersonal conflict and successfully
mediate and reconcile. / il ','
Able to negotiate an outc~ffie that is favourable for'lthe party that
you represent.and is. accepted by the other party. ",!i
"12. Interpersona] skills ,
- 1.' Possesses verbal and non-verbal Skills which show others they
are valued and cared for.
Extracts a deeper meaning from verbal and non-verbal messages
and communicates ontlerstanding of Wid insight into another
person's feelings and situation.
Is trusted, acts with compassion, keeps confidences and is
available when needed. c'
13, ~~p..tlagementskills
. Knows the role of the church.
Has insight concerning the future, identifies opportunities, sets
priorities, takes action by planning long range goals,
Ability to delegate. tasks, responsibility and authority to staff and
volunteer workers so that the skills of the congregation are u~:;Y
Organises by allocating all resources and coordinating all
activities Within the church.
Ability to control performance against predetermined standards
and to take corrective action, if standards are not met.
14. UUWling of meetings s~kills
'Ability to construct an agenda, take minutes, chair and structure
a meeting in such a way that accepted rules of debate are obeyed
and the objectives Qf the meeting are achieved.
(
15. Fe~1~!'.sionskills
Ability to persuade others through selling and marketing ideas
and events (including fund raising). //"~/~'"
f(
\
~,
'>"~~
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16. Pl'e5entation skills (preaclli~gJteaching aftd::evangelism)
Ability to present .\nformation verbally so that the intended
purpose is achieved; to reinforce the message with non-verbal
behaviour, and if necessary, visual aids. ,?"
Uses language and practical exaniples the congregation will
understand. . 'I, •
Material is w~ll organised, voige projection is clear and deliVery
style is pleasing,
17. Psychological knowledge
Has an understanding of psychological problems, applicable
therapies and of the needs of people at different stages such as
cbUdhood, adolescence, old age etc.
Knows when to a()find~~ndent1y and when to refer to an expert;,0
and does so appropriately .
. 18. Self knowledge.. . cv
- . Having a realistic v'iew of oneself by knowing one's strengths,
weak,Pesses, persOna1,(,:~i(uue$,'needs, interests and their. effect on
others; desiring to in\lProve them through self-development.
19. Self managemen,(.
Ability to tolerate stress, be self-motivated and set personal
work standards. .
Is self disciplined, maintains the good name of the church and
sets an example in terms of humility, values and morals.
Ability to use time effectively and be prompt in the execution of
> tasks.
Ability to follow the instructions of a church authority, accept its
disciplines and account for one's actions to those responsible.
20, Team work skills
Ability to facilitate group work and use the resources of all the
p'xnup members so that all needs are met and to ,gtt on~ group to
work with another group.
Ability to work in a group but not to dominate it.
2L Theological Undtlrstanding
Possesses in-depth and current knowledge of theology and'
Methodist teaching and can give pre fessional relevant counsel on
a subject, if called upon to do so, .
22. Training-needs analysis skills ,_
Ability to determine training needs and suitable ways to improve
skill levels within the church.
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23. Understanding and applyingbow adults and chlldren learn
Understanding how adults arid children learn and using these
individual differences in assisting them to learn.
24. Worship leading skills
Has knowledge of music, rhythm, tempo and their appropriate
application; involves all; sensitive to the mood. I,)f the
congregation and can adjust accordingly.
25. Writing skills
Ability to communicate written ideas creatively using the correct
grammar so that the intended purpose is achieved.
o
(\
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Appendix C ..Questio~1Jairefor Study B
')_\
l\{ethodiSt Church oK S...·'tbern Africa
Department of Education for Ministry (DEM)
Questionnaire on "Review of Ministerial Training", for use at the 1991 District
Synods.
Purpose: To hear suggestions from our Synod members as to h9w our
training for the ministry can be improved, i'
Method:
1. \,([ QueStions 1, 2, 3 and 4 beforePlease read this questiollt!?"
the Syriod di$9U~sio'l tll1V •. ,'
,
"
2. During Synod there w~)lhl. .:iO-mioute'discussion in groups of 4. We
~,~kthat Ministers an,:! Lay Members be in separate groups (because we
believe that a wider ranse of suggestions will then emerge). Each
group will appoint a Scribe who will record all your suggestions in
response to Question 5.
3. After the discussion, each Scribe will hand all the questionnaires and
suggestions to the District Supervisor of Studies, who will send them to
theDEM.
4. The DEM will study ~~lthe suggestions and include as many ..s
possible in its recommendations to Conference.
Thank you for your co-operation !
Introduction
(Please read this and respond to Questions 1 " 4 before the Synod discussion)
Training for Ministry
The Department of Education for Ministry (DEM) wishes Synods to help it put
into effect its purpose, which is "to give expression to the conviction that
ministry is the work of the whole church".
We are excited by the opportunities facing our church in Southern Africa and
especially in the New South Africa. We are impressed by the human resources
with which God has gifted our church. We are also aware that we are entering
a very challenging period in history. And we have heard our members ask for
many changes in the training both of our ministers and our lay people. We
realise that training for ministry is one of the key areas Which will determine
how successfullyour church meets the challenge.
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With this in mind we. want Synods to send us back answers to fi,,~questions
related to training for ministry.
But first, please consider the times we are in: What are the opportunities wl~
face in the. coming years? There has probably never been a period in the /
history of Southern Africa when there has been so great an opportunity to
influence our country for good or for evil. Times of \:hange and social
disruption are opportunities for those who are ready to grasp them. It is the
best time for evangelism. It is also the best time to influence standards of
behaviour and the human shape of our new nation. By the way we
demonstrate leadership, service and commitment we could help overcome the
selfishness, strife and violence whic~ we have inherited from decades of
apartheid. We can do this if our rnH)isters, lay leaders and members
demonstrate a sharing, caring model of leadership, and are seen to be united in
serving; (i9d and his people.
What are th(t threats we face? The biggest onemay be that the sinful ways
of the wor~d will take over the way We do things in the Church, leading to
strife, selfishness, non-democratic leadership, party divisions and corruption
amongst ourselves, Older leaders may clash with young people; ministers may
be rejected by their members; men may not allow women a 'tole in leadership;
tribalism may emerge; one leader may seek to exclude or oppress others.
There are signs that some of these are real threats. External threats include
factors outside our control such as economic depression (we may not have the
money we need to pay as many ministers as we need), violence affecting
church buildings and congregations, political chaos, and so on.
What strengths do we bring to this challenge? We have a vast membership
of people God made. We have a well-educated, experienced body of
ministers. Many of our leaders are making profound contributions to the
countries within our Connexion, We have an outstanding administrative head
office. We have a strong communications network binding us together. We
have very competent Departments which have worked tirelessly to disseminate
guidance as to how to be Christians in Southern Africa today. Our structure
offers the potential for anyone to participate. Our lay people have a growing _
sense of their identity and influence in the Church, We have a heritage which
points us to the way of scriptural holiness. We have buildings in every city
and town in the land. And above all we have the Spirit of God calling us to
tasks he has prepared.
What are the weaknesses we shall have to o zrcome to answer this call? In
our struggles to be faithful, we have sometimes chosen authoritarian solutions
to pressing problems. We have not adequately addressed the contributions of
young people. Sometimes the training of our ministers has not prepared them
adequately for the practical work of a minister. We can afford to send only
one third of our probationers for residential training, There is need for greater
accountability in our standards of behaviour. Local preachers need more
i~\
training. The vast potential for Christian service of our lay people is often not \
tapped.
You could add many more points. to each of our opportunities, threats,
strengths and weaknesses, When you have thought about that a while, we
would like you to fill in your answers to questions 1, 2, 3 and 4 below.
Responses to question S will come out of the discussion at Synod (but you may
like to write down some suggestions of your own at that point in the
questionnaire.) J c.
All your answers ana>suggestions will be read and considered by the cDEM as
it draws up proposals for Conference.
.Question 1; .Demographic DetaUs
Please give us details about yourself by placing crosses in the appropriate
blocks; \
\~
~\1. Occupation:
Probationer Minister Lay Person
(for office user) 3
2. Age in Years:
L.~O.291~9 [~49 I 50.59160+]
3.
Man Woman I
4.
Home language: ." ' , ~_.iHi
Question 2: The Vision
Write down in one sentence your dream for "The Church in a New Land".
(i
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training. The vast potential for Christian service of our lay people is often not
tapped,
You could add many more points. to each of our opportunities, threats,
strengths and weaknesses. Wh~n you have thought about that a while, we
would like you to fill in. yOUi'answers to questions 1, 2, 3 and 4 below.
Responses to question 5 will come out of·lhe discussion at Synod (but you may
like to write dQwn some suggestions of your own at that point in the
questionnaire.)
All YOUl', answers and suggestions will be read and considered by the DEM as
it draws up proposals for Conference.
Question 1: Demographic Details
Please give us details about yourself by placing crosses in the appropriate
blocks:
1. Occupation:
Ordained Minister Probationer Minister
(for office use:) 3
2.
1iO-29 [30-39 ]=~~9 I SO-59 60+ ]
3.
[ 4 I 5 1 6 I 7 I •8J
r Man ~ I Woman:J
4.
Home Language: """""".....,,.."ito •• " •• " .... " ..
Qu~ion 2: The Vision
Write down in one sentence ,your dream for "The, Church in a New Land". .',('~\
Question 3: Tbe Church
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To fulfil this dream, our Methodist Church needs tG~O certain things. From
the list below, please tick the 8 items you regard as nt(tst important. Please
ensure that you tick exactly 8 (tins is required for statistical purposes).
(numbers for office use)
1. be a guardian of justice
2. feed the hungry
3. train people for leadership
4. provide education
5. develop people's self-esteem
6. be a loving community
7. evangelise
8. take care of the environment
9. redistribute wealth
10. deepenpeople's spirituality
11. practice the gifts of the Spirit
12. make worship more meaningful
13. link worship to life
14. attract the youth
15. care for the aged
16. bring reconciliation between race
17. preach the gospel
18. sharpen moral awareness
19. facilitate the liberation of women
20. encourage prayer
21. help family life
22. stop violence
23. facilitateBible Study
24. raise money
25. Other (specify)
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24...-
25
26
s 27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
I 36 37
Question 4: The Ministry
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Where do you think we most need to improve the skills and knowledge of our
ministry in offer to achieve the important things in Questions 2 cind 3 ?
We would like to know were you think we can improve the skills of:
A OUfOrdained Ministers
B Our Probationer Ministers
C Lay people who exercise ministries in our church (eg. Local Preachers,
Class Leaders, Society Stewards, Sunday School teachers, Guild
Leaders, etc).
Please start in column A and tick the 10 most important items where you
"think our ordained ministers should improve their skills in order for the vision
of Questions 2 and '3 to be fulfilled. (please ignore the numbers in each block,
these are for office use).
Then go to column B for our Probationer Ministers, and tick the 10 most
important items where you think our Probationer Ministers should improve
their skills.
Finally go to column C and tick the 10 most important items where you think
our lay Leaders should improve their skins.
Please tick exactly 10 items in each column (for statistical purposes).
If you are unsure about what is meant by any of the items, there is a list of
most of them and their definitions at the end of the questionnaire,
1, Ulldelill.e.Qd OW.l) cQllllllitnlent to JClWI Christ
2. ~ own spiril\w diacq,IinCi (prayer, fM~, tithing)
3. NIlr1Urc own funi1y life
4. Develop all • good moral ~l\tJlIple
5. Adminisll1ltion IIkills
7. Chlll'!:b and Conununity understanding
8. Coacbing, motivation and leadership
9. SkiUs to determine the needs of the community
10. Computer literacy
11. Div~rllity acceptance skills (:ross cultural)
12. Equipment opera~ skill&
r-:-rtuu~
\,
B C
I'l'ob.tioner Lay
Ministcro Minlater Leaden
38 68 98
3!i' 69 99
40 70 100
41 71 101
42 72 102
43 73 103
44 74 104
45 7S 105
46 7(:, 106
47 77 107
48 78 108
49 79 109
20.
21.
, 22.
23.
13.
14.
Finding the r4;bt ~0iI; for the ,iOO
IntcUect\\Alllkills
lntc~~PIW conflict bmdling and negQtiatiooI!
lntc.-peno!W al:lIla
15.
16.
17. ~CI1lent IkilliJ
RIlnnm.t of mectinal lIkiI!J18.
I;
19, PCl'lIooiori WlI~
Pi=ntatiO!l IIkills • PWI,.ll:\ing, 1Qcbinj: MId CVtlllclism
Psychological l:nowlQdge
ScIf-knowl~c
24.
25.
TC4l!I wort Ilkills
Th~lllllic~ 1ItI:iel'lllAlldiii&
'!'~ D~J mdy.IJ
':::'
26.
27.
28.
Undenlandin8 lind appl)'ing how adUlts !Illd children learn
WoI'Ihip Jr.-ding akill3
Writing ~
()\bet (specify)
()
29.
30.
Question 5: l'raining for the Ministry
()
50
51
52
~3
54
55
56
57
S8
II), 59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
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80 110
81 111
82 112
\
83 113 .,......
M 114
85 115
86 "" 116
87/ 117
88 118
89 119
90 120
yl 121
92 122
93 :,-;,; ",123
94 124
95 125
96 126 !_:
1·,1
91 127 "
We would like, as far as it is practically possible, to have the whole church
participate in the planning and implementing of our training for the ministry.
So we would like to hear your suggestions about how. we can put into effect
what you (and others) have said in response to the above questions.
We invite you to do two things:
1. Offer suggestions and ideas in the Synod discussion period
2. Write down an~)particular suggestions you may want us to hear:
165.
The Scribe's task is to:
1. Record all the suggestions and ideas that are offered about how to
improve our training for th~ministry,
2. Collect the group's questionnaires and give them and the suggestions to
the District Supervisor of Studies.
\)
Thank you again for your time.
Department of Education for Ministry
POBox 6966
Brackendowns, 1454
Phone 011-900-1503 (Office)
011-868-3796 (Home)
"To give expression to the conviction that ministry is the \vork of the Whole
church"
6.
7.
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\:::,
Definitions of\®me of the Skins
Administration skills
Ability to manage a church office and store records. ".
'<'
Bookkeeping skills
. Ability to read a balance sheet, construct a budget, monitor cash'
flow and complete a "4C Schedule".
Church and community understan.ding'
- .. It
.. Knowing Row the departments of a church function and relate to
each other.
Understanding and knowing the community; congregation and its
leaders.
Ability to establish contact with a wide variety of people to gain
information and build resources.
8. Comching, motivation and leadership skills
Advising, encouraging and helping members with problems
related to leading within the church.
Equipping members with the skills needed to perform certain
tasks.
Helping members identify and understand their personal role in
leadership and setting goals for ieadership within the church.
Ability to help others adapt to, and accept structural, social and
other organisational changes.
9. Skills to determine the needs of the wider. community
Ability to igentify with the need for justice and equity.
Able to assess objectively situations and people/~b determine
unmet needs. '
1O~ Computer literacy I
Knows the application and limitations of relevant computer
programmes.
11. Diversity acceptance skills
Ability to relate to and respect all people and to understand the
differences between different groups.
12. Equipment operati'Clg skills
Ability to operate all church equipment (sound equipment,
overhead projectors and photostat machines).
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13. Findiaugthe xtgilt person for tb~J()b c:
The ability to iJentify the skills and knowledge necessary to do
various duties within the church. (!
.Able to recognize the calling and gif.ts of members and to select
the right people for the right duties.
()
14. Intellectual skills
Ability to organise thoughts logically and develop practical
creative frameworks to explain complex ideas in u~ble ways to
find the best soluti9.u to a problem. ---··c~
Ability to think;cr~tively in different circumstances.
15. Interpersonal coli1lid handling and negotiation skills
Ability. to intervene in interpersonal conflict and successfully
mediate and, reconcile.
Able to negotiate an outcome that is favourable for the party that
you represent and is accepted by the other party.
16. Interpersonal skills
Possesses verbal and non-verbal skills which shqyYothers they
are valued and cared for. "
Extracts a deeper meaning from verbal and non-verbal messages
and communicates understanding of and insight. into another
person's feelings and situation.
Is trusted, acts with compassion, t:reps confidences and is
a~~ai1ablewhen needed. _,
17. Ma~~gement sid!:} I)
Knows the role of the church.
H~~f~nsight concerning the future, identifies opportunities, sets
Pl\;.~rities, takes action by planning long range goals.
Ability to delegate. tasks, responsibility and authority to staff and
volunteer workers so tha~the skills of the congregation are: used.
Organises by allocating til] resources end coordinating. all .
activities within the..church. .
Ability to control performance against predetermined standards
and to take corrective. action, if standards are not met.
18. Running of meetings skillo
Ability to construct an agenda, take minutes, chair an.d structure
a meeting in such a way that accepted rutes of debate ?l'e obeyed".
and the objectives of th'''-~eeti!1g .are achieved. " ''''\
J
fPersuasion skills .l.
Ability to persuade others through selling and marketing ideas
and events (including fund raising).
19.
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20. Presp,ntation skills (preaching, teaching and evangelism)
Ability tq,present information verbally so that the intended
p~\pose in achieved; to reinforce the message with non-verbal
''C,''''aviouI,and if necessary, visual aids.
'.tJt}S lang~age and practical examples the congregation will
understand, ,
Material is weU organised, voice projection is clear and delivery
style is pleasing,
21. Psycbological ktllowRE!dge
Has, an understanding of psychological problems, applicable
therapies and of the needs of people at different stages such as
childhood" adolescence, old age etc.
Knows when to act indepenpelltly and when to refer to an expert
and does so appropriately.
,22. Self knowledr;e
Having a realistic view of (t:lneselfby knowing one's strengths,
weaknesses, personal values, needs, interests and their effect on
others; de~iring to improve them through self-development.
23. Self management
Ability to tolerate stress, be self-rntiyatoo and set personal
work standards. \: ,
Is self disciplined, maintains tht t.> W \ (tame of the church. and
sets an example in terms of humility, ~3Jues and morals.
Ability t() use time effectively and )e prompt in the execution-of
tasks.
Ability to follow the instructions of a church authority, accept its
disciplires and account for one's actions to those responsible.
24. Team work skills
Ability to facilitate group work and use the resources of all the
group members so that all needs are met and to get one group to
work \v.ith another group.
Ability to work iJ'l ,1\ group but not to dominate it.
25. Theological mlderstandirlg
Possesses in-depth and current knowledge of theology and
Methodist teaching ant: can give professional relevant counsel on
a subject if called upon to do so.
26. Tralnlng-needs analysis skills
Ability to determine training needs and suitable ways to improve
skill levels within the church.
169.
27. Unde~ndin8 and aplliying !~owadults. and children learn
~ Understanding how adults and children learn and using these
individual differences i~~assisting them to learn. i
28. Worship Readingskills
Has knowledge of music, rhythm, tempo and their approtptiate
application; involves all; sensitive to the mood of the
congregation and can adjust accordingly.
29. Writing skills
AbUity.to communicate written ideas creatively using the correct
grammar so that the intended purpose is achieved.
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" Number
2
3
4
5
6
7
g
"!j \\
10
l1kllll Value! Percent .". Cumulative Percent
11.36 4S.4 45.4
1.88 7.5 53.0
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(1 4.0 62.2
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24 0.15 0.6
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Appendix F - QualitatiYe Answers' to Study A
To the question concerning future important changes in a ministers's job one
hundred and siXty replies were obtained. Similar themes occurred repetitively
and responses were selected to mirror this. The following are some of the
replies 'obtained.
A change o/ministry into a non-racial, non sexist, democratic South Africa.
A demand to be responsible in mediating in 'conflict situations.
it much greater effort in respect oJenabling people to accept differences
between people and changed expectations of lite and others. "
Adapting to a non-racial community and churclt. as well as encouraging leaders
and congregation members to adapt.
Application of Biblical knowledge - upliftil~g and securing self esteem among
people. "
Assimi~ation()fpeople ofcolou» into a white congregation of many years
standing.
1believe that the economic forces and pressures will put the position of a
full ..time minister on the line and difficult for the church to afford.
Change in emphasis from traditional role as' preacher/pastor to trainer and co"
ordinator of ministries in mlllt;..linguallmultl·cultural congregations.
Chang,e will probably require better use of laity and appropriate training.
Coping creatively with stress of helping people to discover God in crisis
situations.
Developing Skills to work with people from dUferent cultural groups and
helping them find 1heir place ~ithin the churC;}Jand community.
Factiita.te reconciliation and lead people to accept a new racially and
cu{turaUy mixed congregation. Financial streamlining Of the congregation.
Fifidnci(J'l change and decrease in membership.
Financial inability ()/mernbers to support church work and ministry.
Greater community consciousness .. using churc~,t?s' resources to meet needs of
the commun.ity (spiritual, educational» social, material, housing needs etc.).
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Helping people towards reconciliation and rebuilding a land that has known
hatred and violence for many years.
1 will need to learn to speak the language of the people (black) who will
become my pastoral charges,
Ministers will increasingly need"skills in mediation (without themselves
succwnbing to party-political pressures).
More people will be empowered. This will demand clearer driving power for
managerial success and vision development.
~~'\_F··>
Not a change \:! rather an intensification oj the call to promote underst~haing
and get members to practise tile unity which Christ has already established for
his people - and to accept the social chu(;;ges which are ahead of us,
One will become less and less pastoral and more and more managerial
/ocusei/, utilising more a11f!more pf the laity.
The church will have to be able to give comfort to tnosewno, having i~'fpd
under tlie national party status quo Jor so long, suddeniy find themselves afraid
of the rapid change in society. This will need to be done in all the various
st,rata of society and in all the various race group«,
t,." -'.1
The nature of the job should not change. The emphasis will probably need to
be on racial integratien, coping with stress, creating a secure, poittive base in
the midst of change.
()
There will be a needfor more .lay. involvement due to the increased demand on
the ministers time, therefore the minister will have to rely more on his
mana.gerial skills. .
TO develop black leadership.
,i
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